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Introduction 

Ben Caldecott and Eamonn Ives

This essay collection is one output from a multi-year project established 
by Bright Blue to identify and promote conservative approaches to 
nature conservation in the UK and internationally. 

Other outputs from this project include: working groups on four 
themes (conservation in marine, rural, urban and international contexts) 
with leading decision makers and opinion formers to brainstorm 
new ideas; invite-only roundtable discussions with leading centre-
right thinkers and politicians and, a research report entitled Saving 
global nature: greening UK Official Development Assistance, which was 
published earlier this year. The multi-year project will conclude with the 
publication of a manifesto with suggested policy ideas for protecting 
and restoring the natural world at home and abroad.

Nature is facing unparalleled threats. Protecting and restoring 
nature is intrinsically important, but there are a variety of instrumental 
benefits associated with it. These include cleaner air and water, greater 
productivity, enhanced security, climate change mitigation and 
adaptation, and improved health and well-being. 

To save nature and to grasp these benefits, a much more ambitious 
and comprehensive approach to nature conservation is needed, 
especially from the Conservative Government. Under the Cameron and 
May Governments, there has been progress in many areas. For instance, 
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a ‘Blue Belt’ around 20% of England’s waters has been established and 
expanded, with the third and final tranche of new Marine Protection 
Zones announced in 2017. A Blue Belt has also been created around 
some of the UK Overseas Territories, including the Ascension Island, 
Pitcairn, and St Helena. Similarly, this year, the Department for 
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) – under the stewardship 
of the Rt Hon Michael Gove MP – announced a near-total ban on the 
trading of ivory products to restrict domestic market access to illegal 
wildlife produce, as well as consulting on a new, more environmentally 
harmonious post-Brexit agricultural policy, and taking steps to clamp 
down on the mounting problem of plastic pollution. 

But progress in specific areas are often siloed and where we see 
headline success, there is still much more to do, including in policy 
design and public funding. For example, the newly designated Marine 
Protected Areas around UK Overseas Territories lack funding for 
proper enforcement and for developing new sustainable livelihoods 
for local populations. Similarly, the ban on the domestic ivory trade 
should be complemented by measures that tackle the social and 
economic causes of elephant poaching, as well as increased funding to 
strengthen customs, security, and enforcement capacity. As argued in 
detail in our recent report, Saving global nature, the amount of money 
which is directed towards global nature conservation through the 
UK’s Official Development Assistance (ODA) budget should be scaled 
up, as we lag far behind the amount allocated by our international 
peers, such as Germany, France, and the USA.

Nature conservation touches on policy responsibilities across 
government: the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) (through, for 
example, international agreements, overseas territories, and intelligence 
gathering on illegal trade), the Department for International Development 
(DfID) (through, for example, how ODA can support sustainable 
livelihoods in and around Protected Area networks), the Department for 
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) (through, for example, 
biomass in the UK energy system), the Department for Transport (DfT) 
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(through, for example, biodiesel and palm oil), DEFRA (through, for 
example, UK national parks), the Home Office (through, for example, 
customs checks for the illegal wildlife trade) and the Ministry of Housing, 
Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) (through, for example, 
the National Planning Policy Framework). Despite it being a cross-
departmental issue, the current approach to conservation policy is not 
seen or treated in this way. 

“To save nature and to grasp these benefits, a much 
more ambitious and comprehensive approach to nature 
conservation is needed”

Many leading conservationists in the UK can often treat conservation 
through a narrowly defined set of policy issues, such as saving iconic 
mega-fauna or gazetting new protected areas. These are important issues, 
but the work we are undertaking in our multi-year project is trying to 
make the case that nature conservation is a whole government issue and 
that conservatives in particular need to develop a comprehensive strategy 
for how the UK Government can promote nature conservation at home 
and abroad using all the levers of government in a joined-up way.

This essay collection brings together leading experts, policymakers, 
opinion formers, and politicians both from conservative and 
independent backgrounds to explore proposals, and mobilise support 
across the political spectrum, but particularly among conservatives.

The essay collection covers many of the key conservation issues,  
but it is not intended to be exhaustive. Instead, the essay collection 
lays the foundation for further work on policy formulation for our 
multi-year project.

This essay collection is divided into three parts. The first part 
contains essays from leading and prominent experts setting out the 
scale, pace, and probable damage of current and future threats to 
the natural environment. The threats examined are climate change,  
the illegal wildlife trade, industrial pollution, intensive agriculture  
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and land use change, the decline of pollinators, and unsustainable 
resource use.

The second part moves on to examining the destruction of particular 
habitats across the world, and how such destruction could be stopped 
and reversed. Four major habitats are focussed on: forests, rivers and 
waterways, seas and oceans, and urban environments.

“Many leading conservationists in the UK can often treat 
conservation through a narrowly defined set of policy 
issues. These are important issues, but the work we  
are undertaking in the multi-year project is trying to  
make the case that nature conservation is a whole 
government issue”

The third and final part of this book explores what the UK can do 
to effectively contribute to nature conservation challenges, as well as 
delivering a significantly enhanced natural environment for the UK 
and its overseas territories. Contributors look at each of the major 
areas of domestic and foreign policy, including agriculture, diplomacy, 
economic policy, energy, fisheries, health, industrial strategy, 
international development, justice, trade, and transport.

All of our 22 contributors are leading politicians and thinkers in 
their respective fields. They do not necessarily agree with other 
contributions. Nor, in fact, will readers. Readers should view it as the 
start of a debate about how we realise a much more ambitious approach 
from the UK Government to nature conservation. It is a contribution 
towards moving nature conservation from a relatively niche issue 
addressed by one or two departments of state to one that is embraced 
and advanced systematically across the whole of government.

Ben Caldecott is a Senior Associate Fellow at Bright Blue and has 
established its work on energy and environment. He is the founding 
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Director of the Oxford Sustainable Finance Programme at the University 
of Oxford Smith School of Enterprise and the Environment. He is also an 
Academic Visitor at the Bank of England, a Visiting Scholar at Stanford 
University, and a Senior Advisor at Highmore LLC. 

Eamonn Ives is a Researcher at Bright Blue, concentrating primarily on 
energy and environment policy. He joined in 2017 after graduating from 
King’s College, London, and has since co-authored four publications at 
Bright Blue.
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Apocalypse soon?

Towards a sustainable land-use policy

Ruth Davis

We need to talk about land-use.
The way we manage land – including the conversion of habitats into 

croplands and pastures, the exploitation of forests for timber, and 
our current use of pesticides and fertilisers – is helping to drive an 
extinction rate on our planet not seen since the dinosaurs bowed out 
of evolutionary history, 65 million years ago. 

We are not just losing species; we are reducing the numbers of 
individual organisms at a staggering pace. WWF’s Living Planet Index 
records a 58% reduction in the total number of vertebrates on earth 
(fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals) between 1970 and 
2012. A global index of invertebrate populations (including insects, 
spiders and crustaceans) suggests a decline of 45% in 40 years. On 
German nature reserves, the number of insects has collapsed by 75% 
in three decades. 

These losses threaten the livelihoods of millions of people who 
rely directly on healthy ecosystems for their food and incomes. They 
also undermine all our hopes of future prosperity, because the wider 
global economy is underpinned by services provided by nature. Left 
unchecked, they will leave us culturally and spiritually impoverished, 
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as many irreplaceable natural wonders disappear forever. 
Meanwhile, scientists estimate that around a quarter of global 

greenhouse gas emissions are associated with land-use change, 
forestry and agriculture. This includes carbon released when forests 
and wetlands are destroyed, losses from agricultural soils, emissions 
associated with the manufacture and use of fertilisers and pesticides, 
and methane from animals (the infamous burping and farting cows). 

“By choosing to leave the European Union and its Common 
Agricultural Policy, the UK has sparked the need for a 
national debate about the kind of food, farming and land-
use system we want to create”

Food for thought
Put simply, we have a contemporary model of land-use which is 
dangerous to the climate and hostile to non-human life. It is also 
wasteful and inequitable. The UN’s World Food Programme estimates 
that each year we produce food with a calorific content capable of 
feeding 12 billion people, but one third of that is lost as waste, in the 
field, in transit, in shops, or after purchase. Meanwhile, 155 million 
children continue to suffer from malnutrition, whilst 380 million are 
estimated to be overweight or obese.

It is impossible to look at these facts together without feeling that 
something has gone terribly wrong. Yet these issues have received 
only a fraction of the attention paid by environmental campaigners 
and politicians to the transformation of our energy system. What is 
the reason for this neglect? And what can we do to change it?

In some ways, this relative obscurity is a testament to the success 
of energy campaigners in putting their concerns front and centre 
of the environmental debate. If this were a competition, they would 
have won. But there is more to the problem than benign neglect – 
something more intrinsic to our relationship with land and food is 
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making us reticent about the need for change.
One explanation is that our connection with the land remains so 

visceral and intimate that messing with it is politically hazardous. It is 
estimated that 2.5 billion people in the developing world rely directly 
on agriculture for their livelihoods. Three hundred and seventy million 
indigenous people have land at the centre of their struggle for survival 
and self-determination. And even in highly developed societies like 
the UK, where a relatively small number of people work directly in 
farming, many more work in the food industry; and our collective 
idea of the countryside and what it represents raises deep passions, 
not just in those who live in there, but in all those for whom our fields, 
mountains and coasts represent a shared inheritance, a place where 
we seek peace, recreation or renewal.

For these reasons, arguing for profound change in how we use land 
raises profound anxieties. Change in such a contested space will no 
doubt be complex, hard won and painful, and involve trade-offs at the 
micro- and macro-scale, all over the world. Perhaps environmentalists 
and politicians have unconsciously steered away from tackling these 
choices, because they seem just too hard?

Green shoots of hope
Turning our heads away will be impossible, however, if we want to 
stabilise temperatures and allow nature to recover, whilst ensuring 
healthy and affordable food for a growing global population. What 
is more, by choosing to leave the European Union and its Common 
Agricultural Policy, the UK has sparked the need for a national debate 
about the kind of food, farming and land-use system we want to create 
at home, and model abroad.

There are encouraging signs that the response could be ground-
breaking. Proposals to revamp the agricultural payments system after 
Brexit, to rewarding farmers for the environmental benefits they bring 
society rather than the size of their land-holdings, promise a reform 
that has been dreamt of by green campaigners for decades. Coupled 

APOCALYPSE SOON?
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with commitments to create new habitat for wildlife, this could be the 
beginning of an inspiring new approach to how we use land.

Yet we must not underestimate how hard it will be to implement 
policies that are truly sustainable. As climate change reduces the 
amount of productive agricultural land around the world, the UK will 
have more, not fewer, reasons to grow food. We will need to do so 
whilst restoring the woodlands, wetlands and heathlands upon which 
nature depends, and adopting patterns of land-use that are ‘net zero’ 
or even ‘net negative’ in greenhouse gas emissions terms. We will also 
have to use fewer pesticides and fertilisers, if we want to improve the 
quality of our water and air, and protect pollinators and farm wildlife.

This is a tall order; set against the concerns of some in rural 
communities who fear that change threatens their way of life, it can 
sometimes seem insurmountable. Yet there are solutions, and they lie 
with all of us.

Our first goal should be simple – we need to talk more – to  
each other, in the media, in Parliament, on farms, in shops and 
restaurants – about land. We need to make the move to a new food 
and farming system seem as urgent and salient as the transition away 
from fossil fuels.

Change begins at home
As consumers, we have choices about our diet and purchases. We can 
buy locally sourced farm produce, and eat less, better-quality meat. We 
can reduce the amount of food we waste in our homes, and support 
governments, farmers and retailers in introducing policies that do the 
same on the farm, in transit, and in our supermarkets. 

We can also demand that UK governments put our farmers at the 
vanguard of a global revolution in agricultural practice. Brilliant 
growers and research institutes are showing us it is possible to blend 
ecological husbandry and smart technology to increase soil fertility, 
maintain yields, and reduce the need for chemical inputs. Examples 
such as the Royal Society for the Protection of Bird’s Hope Farm, 
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where numbers of farmland birds have been soaring whilst yields have 
been maintained, demonstrate that farming and wildlife can co-exist. 

We also know that modern logistics, digital technology and good 
procurement policies can get great, locally produced food into shops 
and on to doorsteps at affordable prices. The Unicorn Grocery in 
South Manchester is just one of a growing number of retail outlets 
demonstrating that the best quality food does not need to come with 
a high-end price tag. 

“Put simply, we have a contemporary model of land-use 
which is dangerous to the climate and hostile to non-
human life. It is also wasteful and inequitable”

An approach to food and farming based on these ideas is within 
our grasp; but it will only flourish if Governments put in place the 
right mix of investments, incentives and regulation to help farmers 
adapt their businesses; and resist the temptation to open UK markets 
to cheap imports, produced in ways that are bad for nature and bad 
for the climate. 

Instead, we should be seeking out trade partners with a shared 
commitment to the environment. This model of green growth is at the 
heart of the Government’s approach to the energy system; it must now 
also drive our plans for food and farming. Critical to its success will be 
the establishment of legal goals for the restoration of air, water, soils 
and wildlife, analogous to the targets in the Climate Change Act 2008 
– because it is these goals that will drive investment in sustainable land 
management. The recent promise by the Prime Minister, the Rt Hon 
Theresa May MP, to introduce an Environment Bill is the strongest 
indication yet that we are moving in that direction. The Bill must now 
become a rallying point for all those who care about how we use our 
land and grow our food.

Such a Bill could also inspire those calling for a global mission to 
save nature. A growing number of campaigners are arguing that world 

APOCALYPSE SOON?
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leaders should sign a new nature treaty – including a commitment to 
ensure the recovery of our dwindling wildlife within a generation – 
when they meet at a critical conference in China in 2020. If the UK 
wants to contribute to this debate, or even lead it, now is the moment. 
We have a unique opportunity to renew our relationship with the 
ground beneath our feet. Will we have the imagination to grasp it?

Ruth Davis MBE is the Deputy Director of Global Conservation at  
the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds.
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A third way

Reconciling nature and agriculture

Tim Palmer 

The advent of Brexit gives the United Kingdom a unique opportunity 
to reshape its agriculture policy, moving away from the distortions and 
damage associated with the European Union’s Common Agricultural 
Policy (CAP).

There are clear benefits to the current system but there are also 
unacceptable costs: the challenge is to move from the old policy to the 
new without throwing the clean baby out with the polluted bathwater. 
To consider how this might be achieved, it is worth looking at where 
UK agriculture stands now after half a century of intensification, and 
whether a healthier, cleaner, more environmentally friendly future 
demands a move forwards with a newer and better form of intensive 
farming, or a move backwards towards a less intensive approach, or 
some combination of the two.

On the one hand, farm businesses are largely (with some exceptions) 
healthy thanks to CAP support, and those businesses provide large 
quantities of fresh, wholesome, affordable food, both for the nation 
and for export. On the other hand, crop yields have stagnated as the 
technology of the 1980s and 1990s reaches the limits of what it can 
achieve. Newer technologies are often held back by an EU system 
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of regulation that may not be fit for purpose. Most arable soils are 
deteriorating in quality. There is a significant problem of long-term 
pollution, particularly of drinking water by nitrates and pesticides, along 
with point source pollution of rivers and streams. While there are some 
good news stories, plant, animal, and birdlife has declined dramatically 
in many cases. It is quite a litany, but the problems need to be considered 
in the context of an industry that has delivered in spades in its primary 
purpose – food production. We urgently need to find solutions that still 
support that primary purpose. The key to those solutions is to make 
environmental conservation a primary purpose too. 

“If we are to make an effective break with the past and 
embrace the best that the future has to offer, we will 
need a new, robust, transparent, scientifically supported, 
properly policed, risk-based regulatory system”

So which way to go? Forwards with new technology, or back into the 
arms of the Soil Association and organic farming, or a bit of both? What 
do the options look like?

Is there a future for intensive agriculture?
Emerging agricultural technologies are set to change the face of 
farming as we know it. A ‘third agricultural revolution’ is in the offing 
with two key technologies to the fore: robotics and genetics. If the 
principal current problem areas in intensive farming are soil quality, 
water quality and wildlife conservation, these technologies can play 
a part in addressing them. For example, the damage caused by heavy, 
manned machinery to the soil will go with the appearance of much 
smaller, unmanned machines, sometimes operating in ‘swarms’. The 
benefits of current ‘precision farming’ technology, already responsible 
for downward trends in many problem areas, will be multiplied when 
robotics come into play.

Genetic technology, particularly gene editing of plants which is 
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displacing outdated genetic modification, should more easily satisfy 
regulatory and public concerns while, for example, conferring immunity 
to disease and thus rendering a whole swathe of twentieth century 
chemical technology redundant.

Yields are likely to increase too, meaning less land may be needed, 
and some production will shift away from the countryside altogether to 
an urban environment where sustainable artificial systems are already 
becoming possible.

Can organic farming solve the problem?
Although it will have a place as a specialist option and a number of 
organic techniques are transferrable, organic farming is shown by a range 
of recent studies firstly to offer no decisive advantage over conventional 
farming for a broad range of environmental impacts (organic is better 
for some, conventional is better for others), and secondly to offer no 
decisive biodiversity benefits over conventional farming when the latter 
takes place alongside areas managed for wildlife. 

“Crop yields have stagnated as the technology of the 
1980s and 1990s reaches the limits of what it can 
achieve. Newer technologies are often held back by an 
EU system of regulation that may not be fit for purpose”

Further, reduced agricultural intensification with less home-grown 
food and increased imports is likely to put additional pressure on 
farming systems in other countries, so simply exporting the problem. 
If the aim is to bring environmental conservation into the foreground 
of agriculture policy while maintaining a robust but sustainable food 
production industry, it is hard to argue that organic farming represents 
the best policy option to follow.

Sustainable intensification – a third way?
Sustainable intensification implies that for a given farm or landscape, 

A THIRD WAY
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not just crop production but all aspects of the ecosystem, from water 
to wildlife, must be managed to make the best of each in relation to the 
other. For arable farming this means, for example, making the best use 
of the best land for crops while making the best use of the less good 
land for wildlife.

With sustainable intensification, the advent of new, cleaner technology 
in food production, with an associated increase in productivity, frees 
more land for wildlife and helps deliver environmental conservation. It 
is a win-win. Agri-environment schemes like Countryside Stewardship 
would no longer be add-ons but central to the policy as a whole. If 
the bulk of public support is channelled in this direction while newer 
technology allows intensive food production to rely predominantly on 
the market, the circle can be squared, and we can look forward to a truly 
sustainable agricultural economy.

Regulation
None of these systems can operate for the public good without being 
properly regulated. Regulation is the third leg of the stool after food 
production and nature conservation: without it the other two cannot 
deliver for the public benefit. The present EU system has proved itself 
robust in some respects but flawed in others. Specifically, it is more 
open to political manipulation and horse-trading than is healthy. The 
recent saga of the re-registration of the herbicide glyphosate complete 
with evidence of the corruption of its scientific evaluation is a case in 
point. In addition, being a ‘hazard-based’ system as opposed to a ‘risk-
based’ system, it tends to facilitate the removal of older technologies 
while blocking the adoption of the new. If we are to make an effective 
break with the past and embrace the best that the future has to offer, we 
will need a new, robust, transparent, scientifically supported, properly 
policed, risk-based regulatory system. 

To conclude, future policy should rest on the co-equal public goods 
of food production and nature conservation, with public funding 
concentrated on the latter. New technologies should be encouraged to 
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take the place of old to gain the benefits of intensive agriculture, while 
removing the environmental costs associated with twentieth century 
techniques. A new risk-based system of regulation should be established 
which is robust in policing environmental standards without stifling the 
adoption of new, better technologies. In sum, intensive farming that is 
allied with new technology and active nature conservation is the best 
policy option for the future of British agriculture.

Tim Palmer is a farmer, holds a degree in zoology, is a former leader of 
Dorset County Council, and a former trustee of Dorset Wildlife Trust.

A THIRD WAY
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Illicit, irredeemable, and increasing

Tackling the illegal wildlife trade 

Justin Gosling

Despite some isolated but often disputed signs of hope, the illegal trade in 
plants and animals continues to grow and diversify. Networks of groups 
and individuals, working loosely together across continents, kill, process, 
smuggle, and sell wildlife, primarily driven by the motive of illicit 
financial gain. By several definitions, the illegal wildlife trade (IWT) is a 
form of serious, organised crime that takes place across the globe. 

Some 35,000 species are covered by trade rules set out under an 
international agreement: the Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Fauna and Flora (CITES). However, these 
rules alone do not prevent illicit trade. Wildlife products can be 
found openly on display in markets and on internet trade sites, but 
the clandestine nature of, in particular, high-volume smuggling means 
the value and volume are difficult to estimate, and the range is great. 
Several sources claim the value of IWT to be between $5 billion and 
$23 billion annually, while the actual cost is more challenging to 
determine.

Defining the crime
There are few species unaffected by crime. Infamous examples include 
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the poaching of African elephants for their tusks, and illicit trade in 
tigers, leopards and other big cats. Within the last decade, the poaching 
of rhino, mainly in South Africa and Mozambique, exploded, with 
poaching levels increasing by some 9,000% over seven years. Their 
keratin horns are some of the most valuable commodities on Earth. 
Pangolins are now facing extinction across much of their African and 
Asian range – their scales used for medicine and trinkets, and their 
bodies boiled into soup for wealthy diners. Asian elephants are heavily 
exploited for several markets. Live baby elephants are smuggled across 
international borders into the entertainment and trekking industry, 
while adults are killed for their tusks and tails, or stripped of their skin 
which is incinerated into powder or carved into jewellery. Alongside 
these ‘iconic’ animals, hundreds of thousands of plants, birds, corals, 
reptiles and amphibians are wild-caught, trafficked and sold for the pet 
trade, medicine and food.

This vile trade is not only limited to Africa and Asia – although one 
may think so from the attention given to this particular trafficking 
route. A recent National Geographic article, published in 2017, 
highlighted trafficking in a wide range of species from Latin America, 
including poaching of jaguar in Colombia. Shocking revelations from 
the organisation Birdlife in 2017 estimate that every year in southern 
Europe and the Mediterranean, some 25 million songbirds and other 
migratory birds are killed for sport, or to end up on dinner plates. In 
the United Kingdom, ongoing research finds traders using online and 
social media sites to sell thousands of reptiles and amphibians, many of 
dubious origin.

The volume of trade is frankly staggering and poses a severe threat 
to the conservation of the species traded. But the consequences of 
unsustainable removal of species from the wild also have a longer-term 
impact on wider biodiversity and are a contributing factor to climate 
change. It would be wrong to think of IWT as purely a conservation or 
environmental issue. It is inextricably linked to development, security 
and the rule of law.

ILLICIT, IRREDEEMABLE, AND INCREASING
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Responding to the threat
In the nations where elements of IWT are most prolific, the response 
remains less than adequate. In source countries, where the bloody 
consequences of poaching are most visible and witnessed daily, anti-
poaching efforts struggle to keep up with poachers, yet many are 
arrested and prosecuted despite being far from those at the centre of 
networks, who remain untouched. Both poaching and anti-poaching 
are dangerous occupations, with deaths regularly occurring on both 
sides of the law. The Thin Green Line Foundation details the deaths 
of close to 1,000 park rangers killed on duty in the last decade, many 
murdered in encounters with poachers. 

“Wildlife trafficking is a series of individual local crimes, 
to which conventional investigation methods can, and 
should, be applied”

Wildlife products are processed at several points along the trade chain 
– carved, preserved, packaged, concealed, sold and re-sold en route 
to the final purchaser. Despite numerous opportunities in transit and 
destination countries, proactive initiatives are rare, and interceptions 
invariably fail to go beyond confiscation of contraband or the arrest of 
insignificant couriers. Investigations at the point of seizure are brief, 
often hitting dead-ends as traffickers use false details on documentation. 
Customs officers, in particular, have limited jurisdiction to conduct 
enquiries, and inter-agency cooperation is uncommon in practice.

An effective, sustainable response 
If we are to succeed in reducing the illegal trade in wildlife, a 
comprehensive range of measures must be adopted, implemented 
and sustained. Both reactive and proactive investigations must take 
place into the more serious offences. Despite the ‘serious, organised, 
transnational’ characteristics of IWT, we should be cautious not to view 
or portray the task as daunting. Not to oversimplify the challenge, given 
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ILLICIT, IRREDEEMABLE, AND INCREASING

the need for considerable political will in countries where corruption is 
rife, but broken down, wildlife trafficking is a series of individual local 
crimes, to which conventional investigation methods can, and should, 
be applied.

“Several sources claim the value of IWT to be between 
$5 billion and $23 billion annually, while the actual cost is 
more challenging to determine”

The responses to IWT from governments and inter- and non-
governmental organisations over the last decade have been impressive 
in size and investment, but have also been haphazard, uncoordinated 
and occasionally unconstructive. There is a veneer of effort often 
proclaimed through conferences and declarations that lead to little of 
substance. Arguably we should take stock of the collective effort to date 
and recognise that just a small proportion of projects are bringing about 
lasting, positive change.

There is an imperative need to recognise the desperate urgency of 
the situation and accelerate the response accordingly. Wildlife crime is 
time critical and, in many ways, unique. Its most harmful consequences 
have global reach, are irredeemable and irreversible. The decline in 
populations of species is tangible, measurable and, combined with other 
threats, the collapse of entire ecosystems is already taking place. Those 
tasked to address wildlife trafficking must match words with action, and 
respond through effective, holistic and sustainable measures – and must 
do so without delay.

Justin Gosling is an independent law enforcement professional and 
researcher specialising in wildlife crime.
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Handling hazard

A framework for evidence-based chemical pollution 
regulation

Dr Dave Spurgeon and Professor Richard Shore

The chemical industry generates over £20 billion of gross domestic 
product in the UK alone and stands behind many of the developments 
and innovations in agricultural, healthcare, and transport that have 
provided significant benefit to health and quality of life. 

However, chemical production and use also has its costs. A recent study 
identified environmental pollution as the largest cause of premature death 
in the world, killing more people than AIDS, malaria, and tuberculosis 
combined, and accounting for one in four deaths in the poorest countries. 
Chemical pollutants are also further known to affect wildlife species and 
ecological communities. This can lead to local- or regional-scale loses in 
biodiversity that are known to place real costs on ecosystem functions, 
and associated services measurable in the billions of pounds. These real 
impacts shape the public debate on the use and safety of chemicals, fuelling 
concerns even in those cases where limited impacts may actually exist. 

A measured approach?
A major tool that researchers and policymakers use when attempting 
to quantify the effects of chemicals on species are laboratory toxicity 
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tests. There is no doubt that the data from such studies are valuable. 
However, these tests usually examine the effects of a single chemical 
on single species over a relatively short time period (typically days 
or weeks at most) under idealised conditions (for example, constant 
suitable climate, abundant food and water). A question mark, therefore, 
remains over whether such tests can ever assess actual effects from 
continuous exposures for an extended time across a range of species 
under variable conditions. 

In Europe, the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and 
restriction of Chemicals (REACH) regulations require industry to take 
responsibility for assessing the human and environmental health risks 
from the chemicals that they produce and use. A key aspect of REACH, in 
common with other directives for plant protection products, veterinary, 
or human medicines and biocides, is to undertake a hazard appraisal 
for each relevant chemical. In the case of REACH, such evaluations 
are required for compounds that are manufactured above one tonne. 
Toxicity tests and quantitative structure activity relationships (QSARs), 
which predict relationships between chemical structure and toxicity, are 
the major tools used for these assessments. With an estimated 80,000 
chemicals released into the environment with a volume of greater 
than one tonne, it is recognised that comprehensive toxicity testing 
for multiple species and endpoints cannot be achieved in any sensible 
timescale. Defining thresholds for environmental hazard, therefore, 
inherently relies on the use of data for only a very limited number of 
(usually short-lived) species in acute and short-term tests and on the 
use of QSARs. Often arbitrary ‘uncertainty factors’ (usually applied 
to divide a toxicity metric, such as lethal concentrations for a certain 
percentage of species (LCx), effect to certain levels for an endpoint 
(ECx), or no observed effect concentration by 100 or 1,000) are used 
in hazard assessments to account for species sensitivity differences that 
can then be compared to environmental concentration to estimate risk. 
Such generic safety factors are often over-precautionary, but in some 
cases may also fail to protect vulnerable species. 

HANDLING HAZARD
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Recent studies have begun to indicate that chronic exposure to 
relatively low concentrations of chemicals, especially those with specific 
modes of action, may impact on endpoints related to species’ genetic, 
physiological (for example, immune function or metabolism), and 
behavioural traits. Such exposure to relatively low concentrations may 
occur at a wide-scale, and may exert effects through subtle (sometimes 
life-stage) specific mechanisms leading to impacts on population 
dynamics and function. For example, the recent debate on the impacts 
of neonicotinoids has centred largely on low-dose behavioural effects 
for pollinating insects that are linked to colony and population declines. 
However, current risk assessments do not explicitly include such 
behavioural changes, nor is it known what the threshold may be before 
such effects compromise a colony or population. 

“The development of the ecosystem services approach 
provides an opportunity to develop protection goals that 
are more explicit in their aims”

A further significant limitation in current chemical management 
policy is the continued reliance on a ‘chemical by chemical’ approach. 
This is despite the long recognition that humans and wildlife are almost 
always exposed to mixtures of chemicals. Models that predict mixture 
toxicity by adding together the effects of multiple chemicals have a 
long history of use within research. While these models may sometime 
fail when cases of synergism or antagonism occur, there is now little 
dispute that these simple tools can provide a better basis for assessing 
the impacts of chemical combinations than is achieved by the current 
case-by-case approach. 

To improve our knowledge of the mechanisms by which realistic 
and mixture exposures may lead to effects under relevant exposure 
conditions, we need to improve the breadth and mechanistic basis of 
toxicity testing and the ecological basis for interpretation of obtained 
results within risk assessment strategies. For example, high throughput 
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screening using cell culture techniques provide new opportunities to 
identify novel endpoints for single chemicals (and mixtures) without 
increasing the use of animals for testing. Similarly, the greater 
availability of genomic information, gene expression analysis, and 
mass spectrometry now support improved understanding of the 
evolutionary conservation of key chemical target receptors and the 
associated impacts of exposure on biochemical pathways that lead to 
overt effects. 

“A recent study identified environmental pollution as the 
largest cause of premature death in the world, killing 
more people than AIDS, malaria, and tuberculosis 
combined, and accounting for one in four deaths in the 
poorest countries”

However, even with such improvements, the lessons learned from 
the cases where chemicals have been found to impact species have 
taught us that unexpected effects can and do occur. The development 
of the ecosystem services approach provides an opportunity to 
develop protection goals that are more explicit in their aims, such 
as species or local population conservation for certain species, or a 
broader protection of ecosystem function. Targeting of assessment 
to vulnerable species and landscapes can prioritise areas and critical 
receptors for protection, allowing efforts to be better tailored to meet 
specific goals. Finally, there is a greater need to monitor that what 
we do works. For example, it has been proposed that an improved 
concept of ‘pesticidovigilance’ – the practice of monitoring the effects 
of pesticides after approval for use – would place greater emphasis 
towards post-approval assessment to allow regulatory decisions to be 
refined, and to make the trade-offs between environmental costs and 
intended food security more explicit.

A gift to the globe

HANDLING HAZARD
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In refining chemical management in industrialised countries, it is also 
important to remember that the same approaches to the management 
of chemical pollution are not applied worldwide. Recent years have seen 
the large-scale transfer of heavy industry and an associated outsourcing 
of pollution to the newly industrialising economies. In these countries, 
the issues being faced with poor air quality and pollution of soil  
and water now mirror those faced by the industrialised world over the 
twentieth century. 

To meet growing demands for access to cleaner air, water, and 
land, these nations can draw on the policies and practices applied in 
countries that have already gone through the process of improving 
chemical management and pollution control. However, rather than 
follow an incremental path, there is an opportunity to short-circuit the 
process when developing their own approaches by taking note of the 
lessons of past failures. By working to ensure that new opportunities for 
industrial innovation take place within an environment where both the 
costs and benefits are assessed, the negative impacts of pollution can be 
limited. This can help to mitigate the negative environmental impacts of 
chemicals, while gaining benefits from their use. This can help to create 
an environment in which there is better understanding and advocacy 
of chemicals, based on an acceptance that occurrence is not risk, but 
in which real and recognised impacts can be identified and mitigated.

Dr David Spurgeon and Professor Richard Shore are ecotoxicologists 
working at the Natural Environment Research Council Centre for Ecology 
and Hydrology.
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Nature’s little helpers

Protecting Britain’s pollinators 

Professor Dave Goulson 

Sustainable agriculture depends on the supply of ecosystem services to 
farmland. In particular, pollination plays an important role in sustaining 
the United Kingdom’s agriculture, and is also vital to ecological health 
and the condition of our natural capital. Globally, about 75% of food 
crops are to some extent dependent on animal pollination. 

In the UK, pollination is delivered by a range of insects, including 
bees (about 270 species), plus wasps, beetles, flies, butterflies and moths. 
Together, these insects are vital to the outputs of many fruit, vegetable, 
and oilseed crops. It is a common misconception that pollination is 
delivered largely or entirely by the domestic honeybee, but in the UK 
wild pollinators deliver at least 66% of crop pollination. It is also clear 
that pollination services are both higher and more reliable when they are 
delivered by multiple species, so focussing attention solely on honeybee 
health will not deliver a secure pollination service into the future. 

Plummeting promptly
Given the importance of pollination, it is of significant concern that 
evidence has emerged of rapid declines in the populations of wild 
pollinators and of species losses in the UK and elsewhere. For example, 
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23 pollinating bee and wasp species have gone extinct in the UK. The 
best data we have are for moths and butterflies, both of which are 
overwhelmingly in retreat, particularly in the Southern and Eastern parts 
of the UK. Recent data from across Germany revealed a 76% decline in the 
biomass of flying insects caught per day in the 26 years between 1989 and 
2014. It should be noted that wildlife declines are by no means confined 
to pollinators; similar patterns are seen, for example, in bird populations.

Sustaining the capacity of pollinators to provide adequate inputs to 
agriculture under a scenario of rising global food demand will be very 
difficult if wild pollinators continue to decline, whilst such declines have 
serious implications for ecosystem health more generally. 

“There is an urgent need to move away from the current 
model of highly intensive farming, and to invest more in 
supporting sustainable approaches”

The causes of pollinator decline have been much discussed in the 
scientific literature and in popular media, with a general consensus that 
there are multiple, interacting factors at play, including the effects of 
habitat and floral resource losses, of long-lasting systemic pesticides such 
as neonicotinoids, and of emerging pests and diseases. Broadly, large-scale 
‘industrial’ monoculture cropping, with its attendant high chemical inputs, 
has rendered large areas of farmland inhospitable to most forms of life. 

From a bee’s perspective, there are very few flowers and few quiet places 
to nest, while those flowers that remain are likely to be contaminated with 
pesticides. A recent study revealed that 75% of honey samples collected 
from around the globe contain significant levels of neonicotinoid 
insecticides. In other words, whilst agriculture is a ‘user’ of the pollination 
services provided by insects, agricultural land management is also the 
major driver of negative pressures on UK wild pollinator populations. 

Pollinator decline, general loss of biodiversity, degradation of soils, high 
greenhouse gas emissions, pollution of rivers and lakes, and the evolution 
of pesticide resistance in pests are all problems associated with current 
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farming practices. A strong argument can be made that we have focussed 
on maximising food production (a strategy encouraged by policies and 
subsidies for the last 70 years) at the expense of the long-term health of 
the environment, and that this approach is not sustainable. 

“Pollination services are both higher and more reliable 
when they are delivered by multiple species, so focussing 
attention solely on honeybee health will not deliver a 
secure pollination service into the future”

A route to recovery
There are alternative ways to grow food. In a large-scale experiment in 
Buckinghamshire, it was shown that taking 8% of intensive farmland out 
of production and using it to create wildlife habitat resulted in no loss 
in overall yield because the remaining land became more productive, 
benefiting from the four-fold increase in pollinator numbers and two-
fold increase in natural enemies. Smaller farms tend to support more 
biodiversity, but area-based farm subsidies have encouraged agglomeration 
of farms so that the UK now has the second largest average farm size in the 
EU, behind the Czech Republic. Organic farms, on average, support 50% 
more pollinator species than do conventional farms, while producing 80% 
of the yield. Alternative farming approaches such as agroforestry appear 
to have great potential but have been little studied. There is an urgent need 
to move away from the current model of highly intensive farming, and 
to invest more in supporting sustainable approaches and smaller farm 
businesses that provide healthy food for local consumption. By freeing 
the UK from the constraints of the Common Agricultural Policy, Brexit 
provides a once in a generation opportunity to do so. 

Professor Dave Goulson is a Professor of Biology at the University of Sussex, 
specialising in the ecology, behaviour, and conservation of bumblebees.

NATURE’S LITTLE HELPERS
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Waste not, want not

Achieving sustainability in resource use

Dr Patrick Schroeder

There are strong links between resource extraction and their use, 
and damage to the natural environment. These impacts have been 
recognised and analysed in numerous studies, for example by the 
United Nations Millennium Ecosystem Assessment which documented 
several accelerating, abrupt, and potentially irreversible changes already 
occurring to the world’s ecosystems: fishery collapses and bleaching of 
coral reefs, degradation of soils and desertification, deforestation and 
biodiversity loss, and increased vulnerability to natural disasters. The 
rate at which we extract resources from the environment is accelerating: 
total domestic material consumption, the total amount of natural 
resources used in economic processes, rose from 48.7 billion tonnes 
to 71.0 billion tonnes between 2000 and 2010. But not only has the 
environment suffered from unsustainable extraction and consumption 
of primary resources, environmental deterioration is affecting 
economies and economic growth. In contrast, efficient resource use 
could yield $2 trillion in annual benefits for the global economy by 
2050, as estimated by the UN’s International Resource Panel. 

Conservation of the natural environment is not only challenged by 
resource extraction ‘upstream’ in the value chain. The generation of 
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waste ‘downstream’ during the end-of-life stage is causing significant 
ecological damage. To point out the most relevant issue, plastics 
pollution of oceans has emerged as a major global environmental crisis. 
Marine conservation efforts are impacted by ocean plastics: it is simply 
not possible to keep plastics out of protected marine areas. Reducing 
ocean plastics pollution is an urgent challenge, not only to protect 
marine ecosystems, but also to address threats to human health from 
the accumulation of microplastics in food chains. The issue is becoming 
more serious as plastics production is expected to increase from 311 
million tonnes in 2014 to over two billion tonnes in 2050. This problem 
requires a completely new systemic approach to change the current 
linear system of production and consumption to a circular one. 

“Not only has the environment suffered from unsustainable 
extraction and consumption of primary resources, 
environmental deterioration is affecting economies”

A regenerative and restorative circular economy 
The circular economy has received much attention in recent years. 
Business models based on circular thinking as a solution to improve 
resource efficiency and spur innovation will be a ‘must-do’ for 
businesses and economies which want to be able to compete in the 
global economy of the twenty-first century. Being regenerative and 
restorative by design, the circular economy will affect a shift away 
from non-renewable to renewable resources, and make use of waste 
as a secondary resource to partly replace primary resource extraction. 
Furthermore, the recovery and recycling of critical metals such as 
indium (used for transistors and photoconductors) or neodymium 
(neodymium magnets used in smart phones and MRI scanners) will be 
critical to keep our digital civilisation going.

The circular economy is also relevant for developing countries seeking 
to generate employment, economic growth and reduce pollution 

WASTE NOT, WANT NOT
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that impacts the health and well-being of vulnerable populations. It 
therefore needs to be considered in the context of Official Development 
Assistance (ODA) and development cooperation programming. The 
issues of resource depletion and degradation of the environment have 
also caught the attention of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 
My ongoing research into the linkage between the circular economy 
and SDGs shows that the various circular economy approaches such 
as repair, remanufacturing, industrial symbiosis, recycling, re-use of 
wastewater, and other circular practices can be used as a ‘toolbox’ to 
make resource use more sustainable and achieve a sizeable number of 
the SDG targets.

“Business models based on circular thinking as a solution 
to improve resource efficiency and spur innovation will be 
a ‘must-do’ for businesses and economies which want to 
be able to compete in the global economy of the twenty-
first century”

The SDGs emphasise that decoupling economic growth from 
natural resource use is a fundamental objective to achieve sustainable 
development. In particular, SDG 12 (“ensure sustainable consumption 
and production patterns”) outlines a number of targets to reverse the 
trends of unsustainable resource use and increasing waste generation. 
Ambitious targets like SDG 12.2 (“By 2030, achieve sustainable 
management and efficient use of natural resources”) or SDG 12.4 (“By 
2020, achieve the environmentally sound management of chemicals 
and all wastes throughout their life cycle”) will require strong domestic 
action by all countries. High-income countries like the UK are expected 
to take the lead in reducing resource consumption and waste. In 
addition, the UK as a global leader in sustainability will need to support 
developing countries in their efforts, otherwise these targets simply will 
not be achievable on a global scale. 
The circular economy also offers the opportunity to reduce inequality 
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both within countries and between countries. As we transform the 
current linear model of production and consumption to a circular 
one, the issue of unequal resource distribution can be addressed 
simultaneously. Our research at the Institute of Development Studies 
shows that environmental sustainability, equality, and security are 
closely linked. Fairer distribution of resources will need to be addressed 
alongside sustainable use of resources to achieve positive conservation 
outcomes for the natural environment and human development 
objectives. An inclusive circular economy, promoted through the UK’s 
international development cooperation, can be a way forward. 

Dr Patrick Schroeder is a Research Fellow at the Institute of Development 
Studies.
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Seeing the wood for the trees

Conserving woodlands and forests

William Baldwin-Cantello

Late in 2017, the confederation of forestry industries (Confor) in the 
UK held a high-profile event in Westminster on the role of forests in a 
proposed ‘common countryside policy’ after the UK leaves the EU, and 
thereby leaves the EU’s Common Agriculture Policy (CAP). 

Speakers highlighted that the UK had slipped into becoming a net 
deforestation country. In response we needed: to shift to payments for 
outputs rather than payments for inputs (as it is under the CAP); to 
reward carbon sequestration in particular, while promoting co-benefits 
for people and wildlife; to invest in smarter agriculture to reduce land-
use pressure; to promote agroforestry; to protect our ancient woodland; 
to adopt the multi-stakeholder landscape approach; and to ensure long-
term, predictable finance flows for forestry. 

Strikingly, these solutions could have easily emerged from a 
conference on solving tropical forest deforestation, albeit with some 
slight differences in language. It seems, therefore, that there is some 
universality to these proposals, and the UK could learn much from 
work overseas in deforestation countries. 

Another talking point of the Confor event were new figures showing 
that the UK had become the second largest net importer of forest 
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products in the world, surpassed only by China. This betrays not only 
our low domestic forest cover but also our significant imports of timber 
and wood products. But the impact of our imports on the world’s forests 
is far greater. An area of land equivalent to the size of England is needed 
to produce the amount we import of just seven commodities linked to 
global deforestation: timber, pulp and paper, soya beans, palm oil, beef 
and leather, cocoa and natural rubber. And nearly half of that volume 
comes from countries with a high level of deforestation or social risk. 

“The success in reducing deforestation in the Brazilian 
Amazon by 70% between 2005 and 2013 is certainly 
a good example of when market signals, improved 
governance, and civil society action have combined on 
the ground”

What we do at home affects forests overseas. It was encouraging to see 
that this connection was recognised in the Government’s recent 25-year 
Environment Plan.

The case for change
With forests, there is a problem and an opportunity. The problem is that 
deforestation continues in many parts of the world and more of our 
forests are becoming degraded. According to UN figures, 8.8 million 
hectares of natural forest was lost on average each year between 2010 
and 2015 – equivalent to an area of forest the size of London being lost 
every week. That figure is likely to be conservative and, according to 
other sources, more than double that area of tree cover was lost per year 
during 2000 to 2012. Moreover, the rate of tree cover loss in the tropics 
– where the most biodiverse and carbon rich forests reside – was on the 
rise. Forests are home to more than half the species that live on land 
and their loss causes around 10% of the man-made emissions driving 
climate change. The loss of forests at such large scales also puts at risk 
the livelihoods of over a billion people who depend on them. The most 
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SEEING THE WOOD FOR THE TREES

significant pressures on forests include commercial and small-scale 
agriculture, unsustainable logging, fires, demand for fuelwood and 
charcoal, mining, and infrastructure.

“Our future is intertwined with the future of the world’s 
forests. We cannot achieve the goals set out in 2015 
Paris Agreement without halting the loss of forests as 
well as maintaining and increasing forest cover”

On the other hand, the opportunity presented by the protection and 
sustainable management of forests is just as significant. As much as 
one third of the emissions savings we need to make to avoid dangerous 
climate change could be delivered by avoiding deforestation and 
restoring forests. Restoring forests can increase the flow of ecosystem 
services that support economies and well-being. For example, over 
four decades of community-based forest landscape restoration effort 
in the Phewa Lake watershed of Nepal have increased forest cover by 
12.1%. Siltation in the lake has subsequently reduced, water quality has 
improved, as has local economic development. 

International response
We live in a world full of targets. International diplomacy has delivered 
high ambition goals with respect to our forest land, against which we 
must deliver. Perhaps the strongest political signal of all is to be found 
in the landmark 2015 Paris Agreement on climate change. Article Five 
of that agreement called for governments to “take action to conserve 
and enhance…sinks and reservoirs of greenhouse gases…including 
forests”, and thereby placed forests at the heart of the economic and 
humanitarian necessity of keep the global temperature rise to “well 
below two degrees”, and the long-term goal of a net zero emissions 
world by the middle of the century. We have no other ‘technology’ that 
can provide the size of carbon sink that this goal requires than forests. 
Underpinning the 2015 Paris Agreement are a set of national pledges 
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including many ambitious goals for forests, such as Colombia’s vision 
for net zero deforestation in the Amazon.

Assessing progress
A lot rests on putting sustainable solutions into practice, and perhaps 
smart agriculture most of all. The production of a small number of 
commodities – palm oil, soya beans, timber, and cattle products in 
particular – remains the primary threat to forests in tropical countries. 
For this reason, civil society has mounted pressure on companies in the 
UK, Europe and elsewhere to commit to addressing the deforestation 
embedded in their supply chains. 

A wave of pledges followed from companies to achieve deforestation-
free production of these commodities. In 2016, it was estimated that 
447 companies had made a total of 760 commitments to reducing their 
deforestation impacts. However, only around half of these commitments 
had any publicly available progress reporting, and there were far fewer 
commitments relating to soy and beef.

The UK market has been at the forefront of this evolution, with both 
the Government and businesses playing a part. For example, the 2012 
national statement on sustainable palm oil set the UK market on the 
road to successfully achieving a near-100% market share for credibly 
certified sustainable palm oil by the end of 2015 (excluding derivatives 
and finished goods). Such an initiative might next be targeted at the 
UK’s significant imports of soya beans, largely for animal feed, which 
have a far smaller certified market share.

Given the political ambition, business commitments and signs of 
progress in some markets, the question arises as to why we are not 
seeing a reduction in deforestation across the agricultural frontiers.

At least one answer is the sheer weight of investment in favour 
of agricultural expansion into forests compared to investment in 
sustainable production or forest protection. In 2017, the independent 
progress report on the New York Declaration on Forests (NYDF) – 
which includes amongst its goals both the restoration of 150 million 
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hectares of degraded landscapes and forests and a halving of the rate 
of loss of natural forests by 2020 – estimated that around $20 billion of 
‘green finance’ had been invested since 2010 in activities that support 
the NYDF goals, while $777 billion of ‘grey finance’ (of unclear but 
potentially negative impact) had been invested over the same period. 
This in turn compares with the estimated total production value of four 
key deforestation-risk agricultural commodities in tropical countries 
exceeding $1 trillion. The authors thus highlight the need for a dramatic 
shift of traditional investments away from the drivers of deforestation 
toward those in sustainable agriculture and forestry.

“In 2016, it was estimated that 447 companies had 
made a total of 760 commitments to reducing their 
deforestation impacts. However, only around half of 
these commitments had any publicly available progress 
reporting”

A second reason that deforestation continues apace, despite company 
and government commitments, is that the certified sustainable 
proportion of the global market is still small (more companies need 
to commit to sustainable sourcing and more need to put words into 
action), and while certification is a valuable tool it is not a complete 
solution. 

For example, sourcing palm oil certified as sustainable by the 
Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) is a common strategy 
for delivering on commitments to deforestation free palm oil. A 
recent analysis of Indonesian palm oil concessions found that certified 
operations undertook a third less deforestation compared to the 
counterfactual. However, the study also found that certified operations 
fell short of controlling fires and protecting carbon-rich peatland. 
Perhaps more significant was the fact that certified plantations tended 
to have little residual forest in the first place and only 1% of forest 
remaining on land within Indonesian palm oil concessions fell within 

SEEING THE WOOD FOR THE TREES
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certified sites. This leaves significant areas of forest exposed to currently 
non-certified operations and presents the next critical challenge for 
RSPO and the palm oil industry.

A third reason might be rising demand globally for these commodities. 
Even while constraining demand through important diet shifts (for 
example, eating significantly less meat per capita) to reduce deforestation 
and restore large areas of forests, we will need to produce more from the 
same or less land. This is a big ask, but there is hope that we can do 
so. From 2006 to 2010, deforestation in the Amazon frontier state of 
Mato Grosso decreased by over two thirds on its historical average while 
agricultural production (largely soya beans) simultaneously reached an 
all-time high. The solution in this case will be key to success elsewhere 
too: better use of already cleared and degraded land.

“8.8 million hectares of natural forest was lost on average 
each year between 2010 and 2015 – equivalent to an 
area of forest the size of London being lost every week”

Turning from smart agriculture to results based payments, we must 
consider ‘REDD+’, and its impact so far. Born out of the UN climate 
convention, REDD+ includes countries’ efforts to “reduce emissions 
from deforestation, forest degradation, foster conservation, sustainable 
management of forests, and enhancement of forest carbon stocks”. 
Over a decade on from its conception, it has achieved less than many 
had hoped. Challengers have argued that the hype around it raised 
expectations too high, that its objective of providing a market-based 
instrument to out-compete extractive forest land uses is fundamentally 
flawed, and more focus should be put on putting land control in local 
hands. Proponents have argued it has learned and evolved from a 
market-based instrument to become something akin to a results-based 
aid mechanism, there are many jurisdictions developing large-scale 
REDD+ programmes, and that large public finance commitments exist, 
but acknowledge that it must continue to learn and evolve.
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It seems now, though, there could be a turning point with the arguably 
sluggish World Bank’s Forest Carbon Partnership Facility soon to begin 
making payments for carbon emission savings – signalling the third and 
final REDD+ phase getting underway at scale. The Democratic Republic 
of Congo, Nepal and Costa Rica among those at the front of the queue. 
The parallel REDD Early Movers (REM) mechanism developed by 
Germany and supported by the Governments of UK and Norway has 
already made results-based payments to Colombia, Acre in Brazil and 
others. Recently, the Green Climate Fund – the finance mechanism of 
the UN climate convention – announced it has earmarked $500 million 
for REDD+ results-based payments. 

Despite these large public funding commitments, securing a 
predictable and long-term source of finance does remain a challenge. 
Some argue that REDD+ is unlikely to compete successfully with other 
land uses – for example, oil palm crops – and even if it could, it may not 
provide enough income to raise families and communities out of a basic 
subsistence income. 

This challenge is one of the motivators behind the recent push to 
connect jurisdictional REDD+ (or other landscape initiatives) to 
international markets and deforestation-free commodity production. 
Another motivator is the limit to what farm-by-farm certification can 
achieve.

The concept – dubbed ‘produce and protect’ by some – is that public 
investments for protection and restoration of forests (ideally connected 
to national pledges under the 2015 Paris Agreement) work alongside 
and leverage private investments and market demand for the sustainable 
production of commodities, including those that might otherwise pose 
a risk to forests of conversion. At the time of writing, schemes like this 
are under development in Liberia, Ghana, and Mato Grosso and Acre 
states in Brazil among others. 

Many such schemes seek to adopt the principles of the ‘landscape 
approach’ which – among other things – is designed to help stakeholders 
in a defined area address competing social, economic and environmental 
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objectives. This approach offers great promise, but it requires agreeing 
a complicated multi-stakeholder compact and ensuring resilience 
to political change. Despite much development of the concept and 
programmatic effort to put it into practice, there remains a lack of 
evidence of their long-term effectiveness.

On the other hand, perhaps beyond the scale of a ‘landscape’, the 
success in reducing deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon by 70% 
between 2005 and 2013 is certainly a good example of when market 
signals, improved governance, and civil society action have combined 
on the ground. In this case, the private sector moratorium on converting 
Amazon forest to soya production was secured by civil society pressure 
and facilitation, combined with better law enforcement and new policies 
to incentivise local authorities and land owners to reduce deforestation. 

Unfortunately, this case is also a good example of the vulnerability 
of such progress to political and economic changes. As reported by the 
Financial Times earlier this year, the rise in deforestation in the years 
since has resulted from political uncertainty and reduced public sector 
resources, which have encouraged illegal operators and hindered efforts 
to uphold the law.

The EU has long recognised the importance of good governance for 
forests. The Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade (FLEGT) 
programme, combines a ban on the sale of illegal timber on the internal 
market (the EU Timber Regulation) with trade partnerships and in-
country efforts to boost governance and legal compliance. As with 
REDD+, this partnership approach has taken significant time and 
resources to bear fruit. But in 2017, the first FLEGT licensed shipment 
docked at the EU border containing timber from Indonesia. And  
the UK’s continued support for this programme, including the 
upholding of or even enhancing of the Timber Regulation in national 
law, after we leave the EU will be vital for further progress given the size 
of our market for timber.

The global rate of tree cover loss shot up in 2016 to the highest levels 
ever recorded and the principle cause was fire. Widespread fires caused 
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significant degradation and deforestation not only in the jungles of 
Indonesia, but also the forests of Portugal and Canada. Worst hit of all 
was the Brazilian Amazon, which lost 3.7 million hectares of tree cover 
in the Amazon region due to all causes – a threefold increase on 2015.

Looking to the future
Our future is intertwined with the future of the world’s forests. We 
cannot achieve the goals set out in the 2015 Paris Agreement without 
halting the loss of forests as well as maintaining and increasing forest 
cover. Moreover, the forests of the future must be full of life and resilient  
to shocks.

“The production of a small number of commodities – palm 
oil, soya beans, timber, and cattle products in particular – 
remains the primary threat to forests in tropical countries”

Ultimately, securing this future will not be a question of whether 
we spend $10 billion or $20 billion over the next ten years on their 
conservation – though this does matter greatly. It is how we manage the 
nearly $1 trillion we invest in the economic sectors that pressure forests. 
It depends on national and international political economies. We need 
to integrate the value of forests into private finance decisions as well as 
economic, development, and land use planning in a serious way.

The question to ask is not: should we or can we really achieve this? For 
reasons set out above, we must. So, the real question is: how much of our 
forests will we allow to be lost before we do so?

William Baldwin-Cantello is the Chief Adviser for Forests at WWF-UK.
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Tales from the riverbank

Safeguarding streams and waterways

Giulio Boccaletti

Achieving water security is at the heart of human development as laid 
out in the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 
We cannot address global-scale nature conservation issues related 
to freshwater ecosystems without recognising this broader context. 
But experience shows that, rather than conflicting objectives, water 
security and nature conservation can be reconciled and, in many cases, 
even reinforce each other.

Conservation of habitats in rivers and waterways can not only deliver the 
protection of biodiversity it was originally designed to focus on, but can 
also contribute to the improvement of the quality of water and improved 
management of the flow these rivers carry. Therefore, achieving global-
scale nature conservation outcomes in river systems requires designing 
policies and interventions that harness the complementarity between 
water security and ecological integrity. Indeed, The Nature Conservancy – 
a leading conservation organisation – is working on three key policy issues 
in water security, showing such policies and interventions can be done.

Problems to resolve
The first is the management of scarcity – negotiating who gets water 
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when there is not enough for all uses. Agriculture accounts on average 
for more than 90% of all freshwater consumption around the world. 
The needs of irrigated agriculture are so significant that one third of 
rivers basins across the world are over-abstracted. 

The Colorado River, for example, carves out dramatic canyons 
through the rocky terrain of the southwestern United States, but it 
has not reached the sea in the Gulf of California for decades. But on 
15th May 2014, during high tide, the river once again connected to the 
Gulf of California following a release of water on 23rd March 2014. 
The water release – known as a ‘pulse flow’ – is part of the bi-national 
agreement between Mexico and the United States designed to mimic a 
regular spring run-off and bring life back to the Colorado River Delta. 

What is remarkable is that the treaty amendment between the two 
countries also outlines how the USA and Mexico will share and store 
water in times of drought and surplus, vastly increasing the efficiency 
of the use of the infrastructure by optimising across the two countries 
and, in the process, releasing water for the environment. This has been 
achieved by enabling a transactional approach to water resources.

The broader point is that institutions that increase the productivity 
of water use are not only critical for water security, but can be used 
to achieve conservation objectives. Probably the most prominent 
example is the establishment of a water entitlements market, which 
offers a powerful integration of public and private efforts to alleviate 
water scarcity: a cap on total water use is set; rights to use water – often 
separate from land ownership – are legally defined, monitored and 
enforced; and rights can be exchanged among water users. The most 
developed such market is the one that has developed in the Murray 
Darling basin of Australia. 

In close collaboration with Murray Darling Wetlands Working 
Group, a local wetland conservation organisation, and Kilter Rural, 
an Australian-based asset management firm, The Nature Conservancy 
launched the world’s first Water Sharing Investment Partnership in late 
2015. The Murray-Darling Basin Balanced Water Fund (the Fund) aims 
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to improve water reliability for farmers while returning water back to 
parched wetlands. 

As of May 2016, the effort has invested approximately AUD$27 
million in the Fund, with a goal of scaling to AUD$100 million within 
the next four years.

“A ‘water fund’ is an institutional arrangement that 
allows downstream beneficiaries to pay for upstream 
conservation. In particular, cities and businesses that 
would benefit from the improved water quality pay for 
the investments required upstream to change land use 
practices”

Today, at least 37 countries in water-scarce regions could, in principle, 
have water allocation systems based on the issuance of water rights, 
representing an estimated water asset base of over US$330. 

The second policy area is the development of water resource 
infrastructure, and particularly multi-purpose storage facilities 
associated with hydropower production. Dams are built to produce 
hydropower, to support navigation, and to provide flood protection  
or storage. But the construction of dams presents complex challenges 
through fragmentation or changes to river flow patterns and potentially 
catastrophic consequences for freshwater fisheries that feed hundreds  
of millions of people, as well as other significant social and 
environmental risks.

Balancing development goals with retaining the value free-flowing 
rivers provide requires reframing the challenge between development 
and rivers as one of system design; we must consider a comprehensive 
management system that balances the needs of energy and industry 
with what river basins need to remain healthy and thriving: what The 
Nature Conservancy calls ‘Hydropower by Design’. 

‘Hydropower by Design’ was inspired in part by the re-design of a 
basin in the United States – the Penobscot River in Maine. There, the 
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Penobscot Indian Nation and conservation organisations, including 
The Nature Conservancy, purchased three hydropower dams and 
removed two of them. As a result, the extent of river habitat available 
to migratory fish – including Atlantic salmon, American shad, 
blueback herring and shortnose sturgeon – has increased by over 
1,600 kilometres. What is remarkable about this intervention is that 
capacity and operational changes at the remaining dams have allowed 
the hydropower company to generate the same amount of power from 
the basin as it did before the restoration.

The Penobscot provides a clear lesson: similar levels of power can 
be generated from alternative arrangements of dams, and those 
alternatives can differ dramatically in their environmental and social 
performance particularly if we intervene early. In 2013, installed 
capacity of hydroelectric power was approximately 1,100 gigawatts 
(GW). This capacity is projected to approximately double to 1,850 GW. 
Completion of those hydropower dams currently under construction 
and those that are planned will affect 300,000 kilometres of rivers, 
through fragmentation or changes to river flow patterns. Our science 
shows that we could deliver the same amount of installed capacity, but 
save 100,000 kilometres of river habitat, and the improved siting plan 
would result in a portfolio of projects with a higher average internal 
rate of return. 

“While government is a privileged actor in setting the 
rules of the game in water and in underwriting strategic 
investments on behalf of the public good, this should not 
be interpreted to mean that issues of water resources 
can be wholly resolved through top-down planning and 
investment”

The final area is the management of pollution – specifically the impact 
of agricultural activity on freshwater, where run-off from farming over 
a diffuse area and from multiple sources is deposited in lakes and rivers. 
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The Mississippi River Basin is a vast area that stretches from Montana 
to New York and drains 41% of the continental USA from 31 states. 
Nearly four out of 10 ears of corn grown in the world come from the 
Mississippi River watershed. And each spring, as farmers fertilise their 
lands, rain washes fertiliser and livestock waste into streams and rivers. 

This run-off includes nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorous; 
an overabundance of nutrients can cause phytoplankton to grow 
abnormally fast. When these algal blooms die, the decaying matter 
consumes the oxygen wiping out fish, shellfish, coral and vegetation, 
causing a hypoxic area or dead zone. In particular, the dead zone 
threatens the commercial and recreational fisheries of the Gulf, valued 
at almost £753 million. 

The solution to this clearly lies in large part with changing agricultural 
practices; and the critical factor is doing it in a way that benefits of 
both farmers and the environment. One mechanism to do this is the 
establishment of a ‘water fund’. 

A ‘water fund’ is an institutional arrangement that allows downstream 
beneficiaries to pay for upstream conservation. In particular, cities and 
businesses that would benefit from the improved water quality pay for 
the investments required upstream to change land use practices – a 
cheaper way of achieving water security than just building additional 
infrastructure. 

The Mackinaw River watershed in central Illinois covers about 
730,000 acres. It also contains some of the highest quality streams in 
the state, home to almost 70 fish species, mussels, crayfish, more than 
250 species of birds and several at-risk plant, amphibian and reptile 
species. 

Land use in the watershed is primarily agricultural, with 80% to 90% 
of the watershed in row crop agriculture for corn and soybeans, which 
are critical to the local economy. But Illinois contributes 17% of the 
nitrogen and 13% of the phosphorus to the Gulf of Mexico.

Extensive research conducted by The Nature Conservancy and its 
partners at the University of Illinois has shown that wetlands, which 
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help to regulate water and filter pollutants, can effectively remove 
up to 60% of inflowing nitrates from subsurface tiles when they are 
strategically installed alongside agricultural fields. 

The proposed ‘Bloomington Water Fund’ would secure public 
and private funding leveraged with US Farm Bill dollars to pay for 
conservation of the Mackinaw watershed. The concept of the fund 
is built on two principles: first, the combination of agricultural best 
management practices and green infrastructure are an effective 
approach to address the ongoing nitrate-nitrogen water quality 
problems; and second, they can provide meaningful results in an 
economically efficient way. 

Our calculations show that of the 4,000 cities across the world with 
over 100,000 inhabitants, 2,000 would create value by resolving land-
use issues in their source watersheds rather than only relying on grey 
infrastructure. Nature could provide utility services for close to 600 
million people. 

Free-flowing thinking
The three policy issues on water security described above present 
enormously varied challenges with equally varied solutions which will 
always be context-based. However, there are commonalities from which 
we can learn, evolve and scale to address the issues at the intersection of 
water security and ecological integrity. 

First and foremost is governance: while government is a privileged 
actor in setting the rules of the game in water and in underwriting 
strategic investments on behalf of the public good, this should not 
be interpreted to mean that issues of water resources can be wholly 
resolved through top-down planning and investment. While there is a 
base of institutions, investments, and choices that only a government 
is entitled to make, there are many more choices and issues that can be 
resolved closer to the point of use. 

It is impossible to imagine solutions to water issues that are broadly 
shared by communities and ecosystems without some form of 
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governance: habits and practices beyond formal laws to resolve issues 
and mediate conflict. 

The economics need to stack up. Many of the solutions rely on 
behaviour change which must be appropriately incentivised, and 
evidence is key: farmers need to be convinced of the increased 
productivity and financial returns of new practices; local governments 
and city leaders need to be able to justify every penny of new 
expenditure; and shareholders need to be satisfied by robust returns 
from their investments. 

While the financial benefits of natural infrastructure are largely 
overlooked in conventional planning systems, our work on the ground 
shows us that it is material. If we can develop consistent, robust 
valuation experience, it can be far more effectively and persuasively 
included in any business case. 

“Institutions that increase the productivity of water use 
are not only critical for water security, but can be used 
to achieve conservation objectives”

This brings me to the final piece: planning. Countries facing urgent 
demands to increase electricity generation or food production are 
hesitant to embark on a strategic planning process for their landscape 
and rivers if they believe it will delay delivery of projects that can meet 
that rising demand. But, in failing to do so, they are missing huge 
opportunities for cost reduction, resource optimisation and additional 
economic benefits that do not even feature in current plans. But, as I 
described in the Penobscot example above, a thoughtful and system-
scale approach to planning can meet resource demands, provide 
superior rates of return, minimise environmental impacts, and generate 
additional benefits such as improved flood-risk management. 

Sustainable water security is not complex simply because we do not 
know the answer. It is complex because its delivery requires tackling 
problems at a scale that goes beyond projects at a community level, 
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but changes in policy and in the behaviour of specific sectors, market 
actors, and institutions.

And yet that complexity should not leave us feeling despondent. 
Quite the opposite. Human ingenuity can overcome all the water 
challenges we face. By coupling that ingenuity with political processes, 
a recognition of the real economics of the sector, and a factual 
understanding of the water phenomena we are trying to manage, we 
can find solutions that stand the test of time for both nature and people.

Giulio Boccaletti is the Chief Strategy Officer and Global Managing 
Director for Water at The Nature Conservancy.
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Sink or swim?

Protecting the world’s seas and oceans

Tom Dillon

The ocean is essential to life on Earth. It covers more than two thirds 
of the planet, produces at least 50% of the oxygen humans breathe, 
regulates the climate, and helps temper the impacts of climate change 
by absorbing heat, storing 50 times more carbon dioxide than the 
atmosphere. The ocean is also a source of food and income – fish is one 
of the most traded global resources and provides over 2.6 billion people 
with their primary source of protein – and it is home to an array of 
underwater, interconnected ecosystems, including shallow mangroves, 
fields of coral, and deep-sea landscapes featuring mountains, canyons, 
and hydrothermal vents. Each of these ecosystems supports a wealth 
of marine life, from highly migratory sharks, tunas, turtles, and 
whales, to seabirds, massive schools of baitfish, and, far in the depths, 
communities of organisms that thrive despite a total absence of light. 
The least explored of these habitats, scientists say, hold hundreds of 
thousands of species we have yet to discover.

This entire intricate system is under threat from a host of challenges, 
including illegal fishing and overfishing, unsustainable coastal 
development, marine pollution, and climate change. Even a partial loss 
of the benefits we receive from the ocean would have significant negative 
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consequences to human health, economies, and the environment.

Assuming a marine mindset
Our best hope for preventing a decline in the bounty we draw from 
the seas is to align ocean-based economic growth with sustained ocean 
health – and the best way to do that is by incorporating the real value 
of oceans into all aspects of policy and economic planning. Such a ‘blue 
economy’ perspective can be achieved by engaging and empowering 
political and business leaders around the world to recognise the threats 
posed by ocean decline, and act to restore our seas to good health.

“Less than 4% of the ocean is set aside in fully protected 
reserves, far short of the 30% that the International Union 
for Conservation of Nature says is needed to sustain a 
healthy and productive ocean”

Measuring the economic contribution of ocean ecosystems can be 
difficult, considering that many of the benefits provided by the ocean do 
not have an explicit market value. But as technology advances and data 
collection methods improve, economists, policy experts, and scientists 
can use this information to produce viable estimates of the economic 
value of the marine environment.

For example, fish and fish products total about $130 billion in exports 
worldwide. When associated economic activities such as international 
transport and boat construction are taken into account, the value of 
fisheries to the global economy is worth close to $300 billion.

While that is an important value in the ‘benefit’ column, we also 
need to factor in the cost of fishing and its impact on our ocean. Recent 
studies estimate that global fisheries subsidies, which undercut fisheries’ 
sustainability, cost governments around $20 billion annually. Illegal, 
unreported, and unregulated fishing, which accounts for up to $23.5 
billion worth of seafood a year, robs coastal communities of food and 
income, cheats governments out of taxes and licensing fees, and exacts 
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a significant toll on the marine environment because the perpetrators 
often used banned gear or fish in closed areas.

Collectively, the costs are adding up. Over the past four decades, 
populations of marine mammals, birds, and fish have declined on 
average by half, with some dropping by nearly 75%. More than 90% of 
fish stocks worldwide are fully exploited or overexploited, according to 
the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization.

In any context – economic, environmental, or human well-being – 
this is unsustainable. From a ‘blue economy’ perspective, the numbers 
above make clear that we are rapidly spending the principal (the goods 
and services our ocean provides) of this account without putting in place 
any plans to replenish it or, more precisely, allowing it to replenish itself.

Waving away failed policies
The good news is that we still have time to mend our ways. One such 
example is through fisheries management reforms based on the best 
available science – ending harmful subsidies that drive overexploitation, 
for example, and allowing key commercial fish stocks to recover. These 
subsidies, through which governments pay vessel owners to offset 
their operating costs, encourage more fishing, often beyond economic 
and environmental limits. This puts pressure on even the best-
managed resources, giving more incentive to fish illegally or set catch 
limits beyond sustainable limits. Working through the World Trade 
Organization to remove harmful subsidies would reduce pressure on 
the world’s fisheries, a very sensible economic policy reform.

Another way to protect our investment in the ocean is through better 
governance of the high seas. These areas, which are open to use by all 
nations but owned by no one, make up 64% of the ocean and harbour 
a diverse range of species and ecosystems. High seas fisheries alone 
account for up to $16 billion annually, and that does not factor in the 
value of all the services these waters provide for migratory species and 
the rest of the marine food web.

In September 2018, the United Nations will begin to negotiate a treaty 
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that would provide a legal framework not only for establishing high seas 
protected areas but also for conducting environmental assessments to 
determine the threat of human activity, such as fishing and shipping, 
on ocean life. At the same time, the International Seabed Authority 
(ISA) – an intergovernmental body created under the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea – is developing rules for deep-sea 
mineral extraction. Although that industry has yet to fully take shape, 
governments and companies have begun exploratory missions to drill the 
seafloor, an endeavour that could be catastrophically destructive unless 
it is well regulated. It is essential that the 167-member governments 
of the ISA agree to data-driven polices that balance conservation with 
development, specifically by closing large, ecologically important 
areas to mineral extraction and imposing precautionary standards to 
minimise environmental harm where mining does occur. The ISA is 
striving to finalise the rules by 2019.

Explicitly safeguarding large marine areas is also critical for the long-
term health of our ocean and all who rely on it. A growing body of science 
shows that large, no-take marine protected areas – in national waters 
or on the high seas – can bolster biodiversity, improve neighbouring 
fisheries, and help ocean flora and fauna better withstand the impacts 
of climate change.

Numerous Governments, including Britain’s, have established such 
reserves, but many more must follow suit. Right now, less than 4% of 
the ocean is set aside in fully protected reserves, far short of the 30% that 
the International Union for Conservation of Nature says is needed to 
sustain a healthy and productive ocean. Nations should work together 
to meet that 30% target by 2030, and in the interim should strive to 
protect at least 10% of the ocean by 2020 – a goal set in 2010 by the 
Convention on Biological Diversity. Fortunately, with less than two 
years remaining until the deadline, many governments are making a 
concerted effort to achieve the 10% target for coastal and marine areas 
within their national waters.

There are other ways we can help the seas continue to help us. Coastal 
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wetlands, for example, are essential nursery areas for numerous species, 
sequester vast amounts of carbon dioxide, and mitigate the impacts of 
sea-level rise, severe storms, and tsunamis on coastal communities. 
Their restoration and protection would save billions of pounds in 
insurance pay-outs and reconstruction costs, as storms become more 
frequent and more severe.

“Over the past four decades, populations of marine 
mammals, birds, and fish have declined on average by 
half, with some dropping by nearly 75%”

By working together, whether through global policy or local 
management, governments, business and community leaders, and 
conservationists can help balance our ocean budget, for both people and 
nature. The only viable path to that goal is through informed decisions 
based on sound, peer-reviewed ecological and economic data, and 
through erring on the side of caution when such information is lacking. 
Now is the time to protect our marine environment – and to hand future 
generations a stable, productive, and economically viable planet.

Tom Dillon is the Vice President of the Pew Trusts. He oversees The Pew 
Charitable Trusts’ international environment portfolio, which includes 
advancing conservation and ocean governance in Africa, Antarctica, Asia, 
Australia, Europe, and island nations.
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Concrete jungles

Creating urban oases

David J. Elliot

It was a Victorian venture to blend green and trees into the 
streetscapes of our towns and cities, so as to soften landscapes and 
build buffers into the rampant development plans of ‘the Golden 
Age’. In no subsequent era has a vision of future green needs been 
so clear, transformative, and successfully turned into reality. The 
presence of nature in our urban environments has absorbed into 
our subconsciousness to become assumed and fundamental. On this 
island, though not so universally, our urban spaces are dotted, joined, 
intersected – albeit unevenly in favour of the wealthy – with natural 
spaces and corridors.

There is, of course, something rather antithetical to the concept of 
sharing our cities with nature. Urbanisation is the final destination 
of the exodus of our species away from the soil; we have strived 
with immense speed and determination to free ourselves from our 
ancient dependence upon nature for our primary and cultural needs. 
Practitioners in natural capital accounting and ecosystem services 
will of course argue that any such achievements are thinly veiled, yet 
the reality is that as we live closer and closer to each other we move 
further away from our connection to others outside of the Homo genus 
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– except, admittedly, for Canis and Felis.

Not just a pretty sight
Whilst aesthetics was the primary driver for the Victorians, some 
serendipitous aftereffects were bestowed upon generations to come. 
The evidence base for the benefits of green spaces and trees – the main 
components of what is generally now termed as ‘green infrastructure’ – 
is growing by the day. Green infrastructure can be both a prophylactic 
and cure for many of the ills of modern urban dwelling. There can be 
no better remedy against the physical and psychological stresses of 
unrelenting city life than spending time and undertaking exercise in 
green sanctuaries. Obesity, diabetes, depression, and a multitude of 
other such soaring public health problems are oft best prescribed a 
dose of nature. Moreover, the natural world helps filter and clean our 
polluted air, it buffers us from the ‘urban heat island effect’, soaks up 
greenhouse gases, masks the incessant din from the scourge of our 
combustion engines, prevents flooding of our streets, and houses as 
storm events proliferate. With some irony, technological progress has 
not come close to designing anything as effective and cheap for dealing 
with the problems of modernisation.

“Over the longer term the proven health and well-being 
benefits of enhanced use of and connection to nature will 
far outweigh initial investments”

Urban greenery under siege
Yet, despite the vast value that city nature bestows upon us, it is faced 
with an unprecedented level of adversaries. Under the pressure to 
respond to the burgeoning demand for houses and offices, public 
green space is unsurprisingly a prime target. Austerity-driven cuts to  
local authority budgets have hit urban parks and woodlands with 
particular severity, causing many open spaces to deteriorate through 
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a lack of care and maintenance. The longer-term implication is the 
progressive risk of them being seen as financial liabilities rather than 
vital community assets. 

The tapestry of private gardens – microcosms of ecological wealth – 
faces its own challenges from the malevolent triplets of tarmac, decking 
and plastic ‘grass’. Whilst the threat to public land is frequently debated 
as a matter of concern, behind the scenes the decimation of private green 
goes virtually unchallenged and unnoticed; yet its steady accumulation 
is arguably the biggest loss of all.

Our great trees are under particular attack from of raft of foreign 
diseases and parasites. When a few thousand years back the land bridge 
crumbled into the channel, a natural customs control kept out these 
uninvited guests, but globalised trade has reopened these frontiers. 
A number of our native or long-established iconic tree species are at 
serious risk of following the elm towards annihilation.

Despite the array of threats, environmentalists – those striving to 
protect and create a better place for all of us and our future generations 
– are still too often seen as the antiheroes to planners, highway 
departments, and economists. When there is a shortcut to be made or a 
penny or two to be saved, the environment is fair game.

Our most emotive and historical green spaces are afforded a reasonable 
level of formal and informal protection. Green belt and metropolitan 
parks, for example, have attained a certain sacredness, but run-of-the-
mill green spaces are too often looked at as easy pickings for stalking 
developers. Private gardens are at the mercy of their owners. Tree 
protection orders are granted to a handful of our majestic street trees, 
but at the blessing of the local authority, which by its nature creates a 
system that is open to abuse.

In the absence of more robust protections there is real repeat risk of the 
type of chainsaw massacre taking place on Sheffield’s streets. A majority 
of trees being needlessly felled on the city’s streets are designated by 
the council as ‘damaging’ or ‘discriminatory’, meaning their roots are 
starting to have a say on the highways and footpaths. The reality is that 
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in many cases the impact is negligible. Generally, local authorities either 
leave such trees to be, or, for the worst offenders, turn to engineering 
solutions to adapt the curbs or paving stones; the cost of such work is 
usually a fraction of the quantifiable value of the tree.

Sheffield City Council has outsourced its streets to a 25-year Private 
Finance Initiative, which has spawned a perverse incentive to replace 
towering trees with skinny saplings in order to lower longer term 
maintenance costs. Under-utilisation of engineering solutions that 
have been pre-paid for, combined with the fact that a number of 
essential solutions were left out of the contract, are underlying reasons 
why wide-scale felling has become the option of choice. Despite the 
national uproar created from being witness to over 5,000 majestic street 
trees being chopped and chipped, those in positions of power have 
been unwilling to force an amendment of contract. Why a Labour-run 
council appears to be doing its utmost to let a private contractor get 
rich from hacking down the city’s historic trees is a mystery to most. 
The principle of felling as a last resort has been axed alongside some 
of nature’s finest works. The absence of protection mechanisms means 
that whilst the council turns a deaf ear and displays authoritarian 
behaviours, the campaigners and protestors might as well be screaming 
into a vacuum.

Ideas to turn grey towns green
So, what can be done? The proliferation and promotion of the green 
wall and roof can be seen as a means of fighting back: what could be 
more significant than re-conquering concrete with nature? Greening 
grey space has definite potential for improving air quality, for flood 
mitigation, and for aesthetic enhancement of intense urbanisation, 
but beware the Trojan Horse. If seen as a means to offset the loss 
of ground level permeable green spaces that are our pocket parks, 
playgrounds, and community gardens, this is a dangerous course  
to pursue.

Policies to maintain and even increase the percentage of green space 
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or cover (the terminology is important as the latter includes green walls 
and roofs) are admirable, but in a time of growing population and 
urbanisation and an inevitable rising demand for land, what is most 
vital is ensuring that today’s green spaces are best designed, maintained, 
and used. There exists an unacceptable amount of moribund space that 
is under-loved and under-occupied – land that is bland, featureless, with 
low levels of biodiversity and natural value, which in turn does little to 
draw people to it.

An urgent policy focus must be to ensure that we eek out the full 
potential from every such space; that rather than seen as dirty fringes, 
green spaces are the activity and cultural hubs of our communities. This 
is certainly happening sporadically, but not systematically enough. In 
itself this will create far greater levels of informal protection: community 
ownership and love of the land are powerful counterweights to 
development urges. Yes it will cost, but over the longer term the proven 
health and well-being benefits of enhanced use of and connection to 
nature will far outweigh initial investments. It requires short-termism 
to be put to one side, for once.

“Under the pressure to respond to the burgeoning 
demand for houses and offices, public green space is 
unsurprisingly a prime target”

So urban nature first needs to be protected and improved. Then 
second the process of reclamation can begin – and the best place to look 
is undoubtedly the roads that we live alongside. If starting from scratch 
would we design our cities for cars to dominate, or would we set them 
up as arterioles of green walking and cycling routes interconnected with 
arteries of public transport highways? Stepping out of our fronts doors 
to be accosted by the brute, pollution, noise and dangerous streams of 
private vehicles is something we have accepted, but which does not have 
to be the case. If we want a vision to rival that of the great Victorians, 
why can it not be that our children stepping out of their houses into 
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green playgrounds; once roads that would have affronted their health, 
safety, and senses. The golden age of nature would truly have begun, and 
we would be far, far richer for it.

David J. Elliott is Chief Executive Officer at the charity Trees for Cities and 
a Commissioner for the London Sustainable Development Commission.
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From the roots up

Aligning conservation and international 
development objectives 

Dr Ben Caldecott

Global nature is facing unparalleled threats. And it is strikingly clear 
that the poorest people suffer first and most from the degradation of 
global nature.

To help the poorest people on the planet and to ensure the survival of 
species, habitats, and natural beauty, more must be done to protect and 
restore global nature, particularly in developing countries.

There is also groundswell of public support for action to conserve and 
restore nature, particularly after the huge popularity of the BBC’s Blue 
Planet II. Funding nature can be used to secure public support for the 
often-criticised international aid budget. 

Polling from Bright Blue last year highlighted the public scepticism 
about current aid spending, with only a third of respondents aged under 
40 saying that they feel proud of the 0.7% of gross national income 
(GNI) target – a figure which falls to 29% amongst the over 65s.

These are all reasons why, in a recent report published by Bright Blue 
and the Conservative Environment Network, entitled Saving global 
nature: greening UK Official Development Assistance, we argue that 
the Government should allocate much more of the United Kingdom’s 
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international aid budget to global nature conservation. 

International aid and global nature conservation
To date, there has been a pitifully small amount of the UK’s Official 
Development Assistance (ODA) spent on global nature conservation. 
Funding for global nature conservation between 2010 and 2013 (the 
last period for which formal government figures are available) on 
biodiversity conservation averaged £75 million per annum, including 
both bilateral and multilateral sources. This figure represents only 0.5% 
of the now approximately £14 billion annual UK ODA budget. 
In stark contrast, Germany and the USA are two of the largest ODA 
funders of global nature conservation, providing on average around 
$600-$700 million per annum. During the same period, the European 
Union and France have both scaled-up their support for global nature 
conservation, and provide approximately $150-$250 million per annum 
of biodiversity ODA each. 

Unlike other G7 countries, the UK is an especially large ODA donor 
to multilateral institutions with approximately 37% of UK ODA going to 
multilateral agencies in 2016. If you include bilateral (country-specific) 
aid that is given to multilateral agencies to manage, approximately 55% 
of UK ODA was spent through multilateral agencies in 2016 (and in 
some years as high as 60%). This extends to global nature, with Global 
Environment Facility (GEF) and EU contributions making up about 
half of the estimated £75 million the UK spent per year on global nature 
through ODA between 2010 and 2013. 

Global nature requires a much more substantial focus and investment 
through the UK’s ODA than our current commitments. 

The UK Government’s domestic commitment – reiterated recently in 
the new 25-year Environment Plan – to be “the first generation to leave 
the environment in a better state than we inherited it” should also an 
internationally recognised core priority for the UK Government.

At the very least, £1 billion per year of additional funding through 
UK ODA should be made available from 2020 for global nature, rising 
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to at least 10% of UK ODA by 2025, through a new ‘Global Nature 
Conservation Fund’. 

“The fragility of the environment not only threatens the 
flora and fauna for which we are custodians, but the 
future prosperity of communities around the world”

This proposed Global Nature Conservation Fund would be paid for 
through a combination of organic growth in the ODA budget – as the 
result of a growing economy – and by ending ad hoc contributions from 
the ODA budget to multilateral institutions, often made at the end of the 
financial year to meet the 0.7% of GNI target because the UK has not 
yet figured out how to allocate the funds itself. This rushed approach and 
reliance on multilateral institutions for the UK’s ODA budget is a missed 
opportunity for creating strategic, compelling, and effective UK-branded 
ODA projects and programmes. The Global Nature Conservation Fund 
would be an important step forward in creating a major UK branded and 
delivered ODA programme that resonates with the public. 

The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) 
should host the proposed Global Nature Conservation Fund. DEFRA 
is responsible for implementing and administering many of the UK’s 
international agreements that relate to biodiversity. In addition, 
DEFRA’s recently published 25-year Environment Plan included a 
pledge to protect and improve the global environment and details 
specific planned action on improving global supply chain sustainability, 
tackling deforestation, and leading efforts to improve international 
biodiversity. That is why DEFRA should be given the resources to fund 
and deliver these international commitments.

What is more, DEFRA is already host to successful nature-focused 
ODA programmes such as the Darwin Initiative and the Illegal Wildlife 
Trade Challenge Fund. It has policy and delivery expertise in nature 
conservation, both domestically and internationally. 

Enhancing these institutional capabilities in DEFRA will enable existing 
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centres of expertise to do more, particularly given the small size of the 
existing Darwin Initiative budget relative to its potential impact. It would 
also enable DEFRA to meet the frequent requests for technical assistance 
from developing country governments on environmental policy. 

While the majority (over 70%) of UK ODA is spent through the 
Department for International Development (DFID), other departments 
have taken on administering more of the ODA budget, especially as it 
has increased. This is a welcome trend and should be further accelerated 
through our proposals. 

Priorities for the proposed ‘Global Nature Conservation 
Fund’
The Global Nature Conservation Fund should be funded in the 
following compelling areas: 

•  Establish and support the effective management of new and 
existing marine and terrestrial ‘Commonwealth Parks’ with 
at least £200 million per year. These parks would support new 
or existing protected areas across developing countries within 
the Commonwealth. Grants could support a wide range of 
global nature conservation activities, from better enforcement to 
sustainable livelihood creation. 

•  Protect critical corridors for iconic mammal, bird and marine 
species with at least £200 million per year. Conservation 
corridors are fundamental to the survival of key species and require 
a joined-up approach across multiple jurisdictions including in 
land use planning, education, livelihood creation, enforcement, 
monitoring and research. These corridors are a critically important 
approach for protecting nature but are currently underutilised. 

•  Create new results-based payment mechanisms to fund the 
restoration, conservation or enhancement of natural ecosystems 
at scale with at least £250 million per year. These results-based 
payment contracts would directly commission measurable 
improvements to global nature at lowest cost through market-
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based mechanisms and/or reverse auctions. These mechanisms 
would be designed to pay for outcomes at a landscape scale. 

•  Establish ‘The UK Conservation Trust’ with at least £100 million 
per year. The aim would be to have a newly capitalised trust that 
would use its balance sheet and an investment grade credit rating 
to finance global nature conservation and sustainable livelihood 
creation projects in developing countries. The UK Conservation 
Trust would be established in perpetuity, reinvesting all its returns 
providing concessional finance to projects focused on conserving 
or enhancing global nature. This UK-branded institution with 
technical capacity and a balance sheet would operate across priority 
countries with the most serious biodiversity and habitat issues. 

•  Scale up the Darwin Initiative and increase its funding to at least 
£100 million per year. The Darwin Initiative is an existing UK 
government grants scheme, administered by DEFRA, that helps to 
protect biodiversity and the natural environment through locally 
based projects worldwide. It has a tiny annual budget – awarding 
an average of £5.6 million per annum since 1992. Scaling up the 
Darwin Initiative should include: creating new larger grants; 
making available a greater number of both small and large grants; 
offering grants for longer durations and making them renewable; 
and creating more regular calls for project proposals targeting 
specific global nature conservation themes and priorities. 

•  Support world-leading and highly impactful research on global 
nature conservation conducted by UK research institutions and 
universities with at least £100 million per year. There should 
also be a major new research centre on ecological restoration 
established in the UK with research collaborations and ecological 
research stations funded across the Commonwealth. Research 
programmes should build capacity and the ‘next generation’ of 
conservation leaders, both at home and abroad. A particular focus 
should be on terrestrial and marine ecological restoration and 
developing approaches to restore and enhance ecosystems, such 
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as rainforests and coral reefs, quickly and cost effectively. 
•  Significantly scale up education and outreach on nature and 

biodiversity in developing countries with at least £50 million 
per year. The UK cannot expect global nature conservation efforts 
to be sustainable or to be effective if people do not care or know 
about what is at stake and what they can do to support nature 
conservation. 

As well as choosing compelling spending priorities, funds must be 
spent effectively. For this reason, pilots should be used to make sure 
that projects provide value for money for the taxpayer and deliver 
significantly improved global nature conservation outcomes. If a pilot is 
successful, the project could be scaled up with more funding.

The Global Nature Conservation Fund should also focus on important 
long-term bilateral relationships, with staff from the UK and the 
recipient country working closely together on projects and programmes 
in situ. This will create the conditions for more successful projects, and 
result in efficiencies as the fixed costs of establishing effective country 
programmes are spread out over time.

Reforming DFID
The second major part of ensuring global nature conservation is a 
critical part of UK ODA is by reforming DFID. Specifically, to properly 
institutionalise global nature conservation into what it does, so that all 
UK ODA is aligned and supportive of sustainable development efforts. 

Since its formation DFID has been nearly exclusively focused on 
poverty reduction, at the expense of other sustainable development 
goals including global nature conservation. It has a track record of 
being unsupportive of broader sustainable development objectives. 
International development expenditure can also be incredibly short-
term and can actually undermine longer-term sustainable development 
(including global nature conservation) objectives. 

DFID reforms should include:
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•  DFID should transition from a Millennium Development 
Goals (MDGs) mindset to a Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) mindset by updating its priorities and operations to 
reflect this. Global nature should be explicitly and appropriately 
embedded into DFID policy guidance, appraisal, and performance 
reviews. 

•  Biodiversity should be a key filter for the allocation and 
prioritisation of UK ODA funding via DFID. Developing 
countries with habitats and biodiversity of global or regional 
significance should be actively prioritised, particularly in the 
Commonwealth.

•  There should be a ‘do no harm’ policy in relation to global nature 
across DFID, such that any proposed project that damages or 
destroys nature should not receive UK ODA. There would be 
little point increasing allocations to global nature conservation 
on the one hand, while promoting short-term development that 
harms global nature and undermines sustainable development on 
the other. 

•  Government should recruit relevant expertise (such as 
ecologists) and create a centre of excellence in this area, jointly 
with the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and DEFRA.

In both DFID and DEFRA, the target of keeping overheads on ODA to 
1% or below and maintaining minimal staffing numbers and expertise 
is a false economy.

It leads to expensive consultancy fees, as administrative and technical 
functions that could be more cost-effectively delivered in-house are 
outsourced to the private sector. It increases the incentive to award 
more of UK ODA to multilaterals to reduce the administration costs in 
DFID by passing them on to others for accounting purposes. It reduces 
government’s own capacity and expertise, curtailing the ability of 
government to develop and implement effective strategies, and ensure 
the rigorous and effective development, selection, management, and 
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evaluation of ODA projects. 

“The Global Nature Conservation Fund would be an 
important step forward in creating a major UK branded 
and delivered ODA programme that resonates with  
the public”

The reality is that many projects and programmes will require greater 
direct oversight and involvement from DFID and DEFRA to design 
and manage and this should be properly resourced internally, not 
expensively outsourced. 

There is understandable political anxiety about being seen to increase 
DFID staff costs as other departments are reducing their head count. 
To counter this, ODA spending departments should embrace the move 
from a ‘wholesaler’ to a ‘retailer’ model and be much more involved in 
design, delivery, and oversight.

The Government’s admirable commitment to become “the first 
generation to leave the environment in a better state than we found it” 
cannot simply be a domestic policy commitment. It must also be one of 
the objectives we have as a country internationally, as part of our post-
Brexit ‘Global Britain’ strategy. 

The natural planet is facing unparalleled threats. The fragility of the 
environment not only threatens the flora and fauna for which we are 
custodians, but the future prosperity of communities around the world. 
The UK must act by significantly expanding ODA allocation to global 
nature conservation.

Dr Ben Caldecott is the lead author of Bright Blue and the Conservative 
Environment Network’s ‘Saving global nature: greening UK Official 
Development Assistance’, which this essay is an edited extract from.
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Pricing the priceless

The economics of nature conservation 

Eamonn Ives

In life, there are “no solutions, only trade-offs”, so the preeminent 
economist, Thomas Sowell, once remarked. Yet, with regards to 
economics, the environment very rarely features in such trade-offs. 
Affording nature its rightful value in decision-making processes is the 
only way to ensure that economic development takes place in a truly 
sustainable manner. A wider recognition of the benefits which society 
can reap from nature, too, will be vital to achieving this ambition.

Taking stock
Natural capital, simply put, is the stock of assets found within the 
natural environment from which humans can derive benefit. Nutrient-
rich soils which produce high yields of crops, healthy woodlands 
which purify the atmosphere, and unpolluted rivers which provide 
fresh water are all commonly invoked examples of natural capital. 
Thriving populations of a diverse range of flora and fauna, and pristine 
landscapes which attract tourism could also feasibly be regarded as 
further examples of natural capital. 

Despite the obvious importance of natural capital when placed in 
these terms, it has so often been taken for granted, and the adequate 
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maintenance of it duly ignored. Whilst it would be unthinkable 
for a private firm to actively degrade its own physical capital – be 
that machinery, tools, or equipment – under the watch of successive 
governments, and with respect to the natural environment, biodiversity 
– just one measure of natural capital – has noticeably deteriorated in 
the United Kingdom, with 56% of species recorded to have seen their 
population numbers decline between 1970 and 2013.

“Understanding the economic strength of a country 
through an asset-based lens can allow for the protection 
and cultivation of assets which enhance long-term 
economic potential and productivity” 

Central to the conservative tradition is the maxim of rational economics 
and fiscal responsibility. Yet, until recently, the values of various elements 
of nature have been underestimated, if estimated at all. The current 
Government does now appear to have embraced this mode of thinking, 
with the establishment of the Natural Capital Committee (NCC) – a body 
of environmental economists which advises the Government on how to 
act in a more sustainable way – testimony to this. 

With respect to something as cherished as a scenic vista or 
ancient woodland, the thought of crudely commodifying nature can 
understandably induce feelings of unease. However, valuing parts of 
nature through the power of the price mechanism, rather than abstract 
appeals to emotion, is a markedly better way of ensuring that businesses 
and government incorporate them and the services they provide into 
decision making criteria – and that a more accurate and reasoned 
outcome ultimately results. Subsequently, through the NCC’s advice, 
the government could foreseeably act as a commissioner of ecosystem 
services which enhance the UK’s natural capital – the objective of which 
was outlined in the recently released 25-year Environment Plan. 

Of course, there are those who claim that the objectives of economic 
development and respect for natural capital (in other words, 
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‘conservation’) are inimical – and that one must always come at the 
expense of the other. In some instances, this may well be true, and, 
in the most foundational sense, all of human existence has invariably 
impacted upon the environment in some way. Yet, there are plenty of 
examples in which harmony between nature and economic activity has 
been achieved which, rather than resulting in a compromise, actually 
delivers win-win results. 

One such example would be a farmer setting aside some of their land 
to allow for the creation of habitats for pollinators and ‘natural enemies’ 
in and around their fields, so as to increase crop yields per hectare whilst 
simultaneously minimising the costs of applying pesticides. Another 
may be a utility company working in partnership with a land manager 
in order to reduce water contamination through natural means, such 
as by planting buffer strips near to riverways to naturally filter runoff. 
Fundamentally, the key principle here is that the conservation and 
economic activity is not necessarily the zero-sum game which some 
make it out to be. Moreover, instances of natural capital restoration for 
one purpose will often bring with it several other attendant benefits 
– for example, the patch of woodland planted to reduce the effects of 
flooding also becomes a sanctuary for wildlife and helps with carbon 
sequestration.

“Valuing parts of nature through the power of the price 
mechanism, rather than abstract appeals to emotion, is 
a markedly better way of ensuring that businesses and 
government incorporate them and the services they 
provide into decision making criteria”

An interesting consequence of the greater acknowledgment of natural 
capital in decision making processes is that it calls into question the 
value of certain conventional economic metrics, chief amongst which is 
gross domestic product (GDP). Various economists have long criticised 
GDP as a measure of economic activity on a number of different 
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rationales, but one particularly convincing reason to query it is on the 
basis that GDP fails to sufficiently factor in harm to the environment. 
In its inaugural report to the Government, the NCC raised this point, 
admonishing the way in which GDP focuses on “flows, not stocks”. 
Taking steps, therefore, towards an asset-based measure of economic 
performance – even if done so in tandem with conventional GDP 
measures – could move the UK in the right direction, and indeed any 
other country wanting to better preserve its natural environment. 

Capital gains to be made
This natural asset-based approach would represent a shift away 
from statically concentrating on income derived from the natural 
environment, and towards one that better appreciates the sources 
helping to produce that income in the first place. As such, policymakers 
would likely pay a greater degree of attention towards the natural 
environment and its conservation. Understanding the economic 
strength of a country through an asset-based lens can allow for the 
protection and cultivation of assets which enhance long-term economic 
potential and productivity. Practically speaking, an example of this 
could be a woodland which, rather than being indiscriminately cut 
down for timber in order to turn a quick profit, is conserved – which 
over time generates revenue from recreation, for instance, whilst 
also providing valuable ecosystem services such as flood resilience 
and cleaner water and air. Obviously, this is not to say that all timber 
production ought to cease immediately, but that it should be done so 
sustainably, and with a holistic recognition of the economic benefits 
which, in this instance, trees can provide. 

Enshrining natural capital as a key economic variable, and adopting an 
asset-based approach, could be done throughout all tiers of government, 
and in public bodies, too. Policies that require the maintenance or active 
enhancement of the stock of natural capital for a given area, or assessing 
the materiality of environment-related risks, could be introduced, for 
instance. Admittedly, the Office for National Statistics has started to 
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record data on the natural environment and the values associated with 
ecosystem services. But, equally, in the latest report on fiscal risks from 
the Office for Budgetary Responsibility, references to the environment 
were cursory at best. 

Embedding the economic value of natural capital (and the 
consequences of its enhancement or degradation) into analyses, and 
requiring it to be recognised in public sector decision-making, would 
not only be economically prudent, but likely result in a greener Britain. 
Indeed, the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 
(MHCLG) recently concluded its consultation on amending the 
National Planning Policy Framework to align with the principle of net 
environment gain – as laid out in the Government’s 25-year Environment 
Plan – in new developments, and strengthen protections for particularly 
important ecosystems like ancient woodlands.

All economic activity is predicated on there being an adequately 
healthy natural environment in which society can flourish. Historically, 
the limits for a sustainable society have often been ignored and 
transgressed. The renewed focus on natural capital is something vitally 
important to conserve, protect, and value the environment properly. The 
Government should look for further ways of embedding this approach 
across different departments.

Eamonn Ives is a Researcher at Bright Blue, concentrating primarily on 
energy and environment policy. He joined in 2017 after graduating from 
King’s College, London, and has since co-authored four publications at 
Bright Blue.
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Terms and conditions

Legislating for a sustainable environment

Amy Mount

Eight centuries ago, and two years after Magna Carta, Henry III of 
England sealed one of the world’s first pieces of environmental legislation. 
The Carta Foresta of 1217 was intended to restore commoners’ rights to 
access natural resources; no longer would royal forests, and the wildlife 
that inhabited them, be considered purely the private domain of the king. 
Not long after that came a law addressing environmental pollution, with 
the first regulation against burning coal in 1273. 

It is no wonder that the relationship between conservation and the 
rule of law stretches back such a long way. Laws are essential tools for 
managing access to, and stewardship of, our environment – whether 
clean water or wild landscapes. Today, we are in the Anthropocene, a 
geological period in which a single species’ fingerprints are to be found 
in the Earth’s chemical, physical, and biological make-up: planetary-
scale damage to the fabric that sustains all known life in the universe. 
As the chief troublemakers, humans are also the only agents capable of 
taking the world in hand. To do that, we need new laws. 

Laying down the law
As well as dealing with questions of equity, like the distribution of 
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resources and share of pollution, well-made laws can bring the far-off 
and delayed effects of our everyday choices into the moment of our 
decision-making. This is because the environmental impacts of human 
activity are often displaced across both time and space. Sulphur dioxide 
used to fly up the chimneys of British coal plants, blend with water 
particles in the sky and rain down as acid onto Scandinavian lakes and 
forests. The greenhouse gases our predecessors started loading into 
the atmosphere more than a century ago are partly responsible for the 
summer 2018 heatwave. In this complex world, we need environmental 
law to provide a framework to guide the decisions we take, whether as 
individuals, businesses, or governments, so that we do not, deliberately 
or inadvertently, trash the planet. 

Here in the UK, we are at a critical juncture created by the vote to leave 
the European Union. Around 80% of our environmental policy stems 
from the EU, and must be safeguarded as the UK exits, with prudent 
housekeeping of the domestic statute book so that the existing body of 
environmental law is not lost or weakened. Cross-border co-operation 
is also vitally important for environmental management. It is hard to 
see how substantial environmental progress can be achieved without 
an EU-UK treaty that enshrines continued neighbourly teamwork on 
environmental issues such as the sustainable management of shared fish 
stocks, or control of invasive species. This treaty should also contain an 
enforceable non-regression provision so that environmental standards 
will not slip backwards on either side of the Channel.

Yet even the significant body of EU environmental law is failing to 
prevent nature’s ongoing decline, never mind successfully securing its 
recovery. No matter what emerges from the Brexit negotiations, this 
moment demands a national conversation about what sort of country 
we want to live in. We cannot allow once-familiar animals and plants to 
continue disappearing from our gardens and countryside, or children to 
suffer any longer from dirty air in our cities.

We also know that countries across the world will be coming together 
in 2020 for a series of crucial summits on planetary challenges relating 
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to biodiversity, oceans, sustainable development and climate. Visionary 
leadership is required, and the UK should be injecting new confidence 
and ideas into the international arena. But, to lead with credibility, the 
work must start at home. 

“Environmental leadership could help to define the UK’s 
place in this changing world, strengthening international 
relations and raising global ambition”

We need a new framework for environmental governance, fit for the 
twenty-first century. At the time of writing, the Prime Minister, the Rt 
Hon Theresa May MP, has recently promised to bring forward the first 
Environment Bill in 20 years to improve the environment for the next 
generation. To deliver the change we need, the Bill should:

•  Be broad and ambitious. It should lock in the Prime Minister’s 
promise as an overarching legal duty on government and other 
public bodies to secure nature’s recovery, so that the environment 
is healthy, resilient and sustainable. Flowing from this duty,  
we need a set of time-bound objectives – for example, addressing 
the need for thriving and diverse wildlife, the sustainable use  
of resources, and people’s access to natural greenspace where  
they live.

•  Make sense on the ground, requiring spatial plans that cover 
all environmental policy areas, from carbon storage to habitat 
connectivity. Such plans should be used to integrate regulation 
and target investment. Restoring nature looks very different in 
different places, and co-design involving local stakeholders can 
build consensus about what that means among the people who 
live and work in each place. That way, local organisations and 
individuals take responsibility for environmental enhancement, 
and can be empowered to achieve it.

•  Ensure progress, with a set of processes to make sure the Bill’s 
objectives come to life in the real world while the ink fades on 
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the statute book. These processes should include setting SMART 
targets; publishing plans for achieving them, developed in 
consultation with civil society, business and other stakeholders; 
and presenting annual progress reports to parliament. 

•  Provide for good environmental governance. This should 
include a basic duty of environmental responsibility to ensure 
that all public and private activity affecting the environment is 
carried out responsibly; enforceable environmental rights, such 
as the right to have access to environmental justice; and strong 
environmental principles which, alongside a clear objective to 
provide a high level of protection for the environment, set the 
framework for policy development and implementation, routinely 
guiding day to day administration affecting the environment. 
These should include a new domestic principle of non-regression, 
to give legislative expression to the Government’s commitment 
not to weaken environmental protections. 

•  Manage international and cross-boundary issues, by placing a 
duty on the UK government to co-operate with relevant actors, 
including devolved administrations, on transboundary and 
international environmental matters. The Bill should also require 
independent and transparent assessments of trade deals (before, 
during and after negotiations) to ensure that environmental 
impacts are properly considered.

Establishing an effective enforcer
After Brexit, we will lose the EU’s role in holding the UK government 
to account for properly implementing environmental law. 
Parliamentarians have already recognised this, and the EU Withdrawal 
Act requires the Government to publish a draft bill with provisions  
for establishing a new public authority that can take enforcement 
action, including legal proceedings. The Environment Bill should 
ensure that this new watchdog is independent of government and 
capable of holding it and other public authorities to account. Its 
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powers should include: 
•  The right to initiate and intervene in legal proceedings. 
•  The ability to undertake formal investigations into potential 

breaches of environmental law. 
•  The power to issue binding notices that must be complied with 

and are backed up by the courts. These notices may require steps 
such as the creation of action plans, the implementation of certain 
policies, and the provision of information or compensation 
payments. 

•  The ability to issue sanctions if an authority fails to comply with 
a binding notice or court order to improve compliance with the 
law. These should include fines and could include the relocation 
of powers or introduction of ‘special measures’. 

•  The ability to conduct inquiries on systemic problems in 
particular policy areas and make recommendations that public 
authorities must follow, unless they have good reason not to. 

Finally, while environmental policy is devolved, the issues raised  
above are applicable everywhere and joined-up action will be 
required across all four nations to demonstrate and deliver UK-wide 
ambition. Cross-border co-operation matters within the UK as well as 
internationally, and so the UK government and devolved administrations 
need to work together.

Above and beyond for a greener planet
Looking further afield, environmental leadership could help to define 
the UK’s place in this changing world, strengthening international 
relations and raising global ambition, as the UK’s Climate Change 
Act 2008 did. John Ashton, formerly the Foreign Secretary’s Special 
Representative for Climate Change, has said the UK’s climate diplomacy 
“is not only helping to establish more favourable political conditions for 
success on climate. … [It] is a model for twenty-first century diplomatic 
excellence”. Once the UK has an Environment Act of which it can 
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be proud, how about creating a Nature Envoy to share what we have 
learned with other nation states?

“As the chief troublemakers, humans are also the only 
agents capable of taking the world in hand. To do that, 
we need new laws”

The Carta Foresta was remarkably persistent, and was not repealed 
until 1971, more than 750 years after it became law. Today’s law-makers 
should have a similarly long timeframe in mind – not necessarily for 
the legislation itself, but for its effects. We need this Environment Bill 
to mark a turning point, from decline to recovery and sustainability: 
preventing further extinctions, so that the rich diversity of wildlife 
endures for centuries to come; conserving natural beauty so that it can 
be seen through the eyes of children not yet born; and making our world 
a liveable place for everyone. 

Amy Mount is the head of Green Alliance’s Greener UK Unit, which 
coordinates environmental organisations’ work on Brexit.
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Sowing sustainability

Harmonising conservation and food production

Tim Breitmeyer

A core part of any discussion of conservation and agriculture must be 
soil. In the kaleidoscopic geological maps of the British Geographic 
Survey, the truth of the British Isles is revealed. We stand upon, and 
farm in, a huge diversity of soils. From the rich, wet peats of Scotland’s 
Flow Country to the well-drained ‘neath’ deposits on St David’s head, to 
the fertile Hanslope boulder clay on my own farm in Cambridgeshire. 
Across this variety there is, sadly, one all too common feature: 
degradation. 

Crumbling foundations
Over 40% of the UK’s soils have been degraded by development, 
compaction, erosion or contamination by industry. The cost of this, 
in England and Wales, is estimated at £1.2 billion per year, with much 
of this cost being due to water pollution, flooding, and the loss of 
carbon. The cost to agriculture, from lower yields and the burden of 
consequential increased input costs, is around £225 million per year. 
Increasingly, the land use debate is seen through the polarised prism 
of farming versus the environment; of the needs of food security over 
habitat depletion. However, it is through a fresh, shared commitment to 
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soil improvement that a new policy can be founded.
In past years, soil conservation has fallen down the priority list. 

Economic pressures have driven a quest for cost saving and efficiency, 
resulting in specialisation, and cultivation techniques that expose soil 
to wind and water erosion. The focus of policymakers has been on 
production; and the tools, provided by industry, have been technological 
and chemical. Under the European Union’s Common Agricultural 
Policy (CAP), despite genuine attempts at reform, policy remains too 
prescriptive and farmers are not empowered to innovate.

Our understanding of soil science has improved, and farmers are 
now looking anew at soil conservation with innovative techniques 
springing up across the land, such as cover crops to ensure their soil 
is not left bare and exposed to the wind and rain, whilst compaction 
is also broken down and organic matter increased. A cohort of land 
managers have invested in new technology that ditches the plough 
and instead ‘drills’ seeds into the soil with minimum disturbance. 
To manage pests and return much needed organic matter to the soil, 
some are bringing livestock back onto arable farms. In the sandy soils 
of the East, others are rediscovering our ancestors’ techniques of 
planting shelter belts within their fields, to catch and hold on to their 
fine windblown soils. Livestock farmers increasingly see that the most 
important creatures on their farm are below ground, and the length of 
your earthworms, not the size of your bull, is becoming the mark of a 
good farmer. 

“By having soil at its heart, future land management 
policy can ensure we move beyond the false and binary 
distinction between conservation and food production”

From good soil management comes many other benefits: improved 
biodiversity, cleaner water, carbon storage, and greater resilience to 
climate change. If we can get soil management right alongside other 
measures, lots else will follow. 
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These welcome changes are happening at a ‘hinge moment’ for 
UK agriculture. Hopefully a new alliance with our biggest trading 
partner – the EU – and reform of UK agricultural policy bring many 
opportunities. If they are handled poorly, the focus of most farmers will 
be on the immediate challenge of survival, not the longer-term issues of 
soil and conservation. Therefore, as well as agreeing what the prize is, we 
need to be clear in how we get there.

“Over 40% of the UK’s soils have been degraded by 
development, compaction, erosion or contamination 
by industry. The cost of this, in England and Wales, is 
estimated at £1.2 billion per year”

Window of opportunity
In our view, the prize on offer from leaving the European Union is for 
a new vision of the relationship between farmers and the government. 
If the CAP is about subsidising farmers and imposing conditions, its 
successor should be about agreeing outcomes and paying for services 
rendered. The CAP failed to recognise Europe’s diverse soils, cultures 
and environment, and sought to impose rules to limit divergence. 
We can do better. Limited by a 40-year-old treaty, the CAP has been 
tied to agricultural production; future policy must go further, and 
consider all of the benefits that land managers provide to society. 
This vision should come together as a new land management contract  
where farmers are given the space and incentives to improve their soil, 
enhance the environment, and produce food in more profitable and 
sustainable ways.

The guiding principle of this future relationship should be to define 
the outcomes we want to see – cleaner water, a more vibrant natural 
environment, improving soils – and to then enable the farmer to make 
decisions about how best to deliver those outcomes. 

This land management contract should therefore be a business-
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like agreement where the Government sets out what it wants, and the 
landowner considers how he or she can deliver that service. Agreements 
should be tailored to location and to the circumstances of the farmer’s 
business and to the local environment. This contractual relationship 
must be founded on trust and partnership, not bureaucracy, practical 
but audited, and paid for on time.

In addition, for farmers to engage in the scheme and deliver the 
level of conservation activity we want to see, contracts must be 
remunerative, meaning more than income foregone and cost incurred. 
By creating a commercial market for environmental enhancement, the 
Government will be more likely to meet its commitment, stated in 
the 25-year Environment Plan, of improving the environment within 
a generation.

“The Common Agricultural Policy failed to recognise Europe’s 
diverse soils, cultures and environment, and sought to 
impose rules to limit divergence. We can do better”

This change is not something that will happen overnight. It is therefore 
right that the existing support system should remain in place and 
funded until 2022, and only once a new policy is designed and legislated 
for, should a period of transition begin. 

By having soil at its heart, future land management policy can ensure 
we move beyond the false and binary distinction between conservation 
and food production. Good land management can, and will, result in 
a diversity of approaches and farming systems. Some land managers 
will focus on providing our nation and the world with high quality, 
nutritious food. Whilst for others, a long-term contractual relationship 
with the public, via government, to enhance the environment will be 
appropriate. For some, it will be a mixture of both. These decisions must 
be a positive choice for land owners, based on the potential of their most 
important asset – the soil.

This vision is radical and will not be simple to achieve. With honest 
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leadership and a genuine desire to recraft how farmers and society work 
together it will be achieved and we will be able to meet the challenges of 
a hotter, more crowded twenty-first century.

Tim Breitmeyer is the President of the CLA (Country Land and Business 
Association). Tim farms 1,600 acres in Cambridgeshire, growing wheat, 
spring barley, oil seed rape and sugarbeet, as well as contract-farming a 
further 3,200 acres.
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Angling for a solution

Conserving fisheries in the UK and beyond 

The Rt Hon Richard Benyon MP

President Barack Obama and his predecessor George Bush both made 
ocean conservation announcements in a way that they believed defined 
their presidencies. Marine protection areas in the Pacific and in the 
Atlantic were heralded as acts of environmental responsibility but also 
as a statement of global leadership.

By contrast, Britain has protected or is about to protect an area 
infinitely larger than the USA has, but the announcement was made 
rather as if it was a local council heralding a new pedestrian precinct. 
As well as being an island state, Britain is responsible for some of the 
most precious marine environments around the world. In the southern 
Atlantic, the Indian and the Pacific Oceans there are small islands, 
what someone called “the confetti of empire”, with some of the most 
perfect and pristine marine ecosystems on the planet. The islands need 
to be viewed as just the peaks of vast mountain ranges under the sea 
filled with a magical myriad of aquatic species. 

Through the Government’s ‘Blue Belt’ policy, Britain is protecting 
these seas. As things stand, an area the size of India is going to be 
under meaningful protection and this will multiply as the ‘Blue Belt’ 
is rolled out. And these are not just lines on maps. State-of-the-art 
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satellite technology using advanced data analytics tells us exactly what 
every ship is doing in every protected area. Other countries come to 
marvel at and copy what we are doing. 

Amplifying green conservatism
So why was this ‘the love that dare not speak its name’? There is nothing 
new in our reluctance to shout our achievements from the rooftops. 
Shortly after David Cameron hugged a huskie in that memorable 
footage in the Arctic, he became Prime Minister. The Government 
quietly got on with tackling and adapting to climate change. It set 
carbon budgets, insulated homes, hard-wired natural capital into 
government thinking, did much to ‘green’ farming, set up the Green 
Investment Bank, reformed the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP), and 
led in the Paris Climate Accord talks. I say ‘quietly got on’ because 
the programme was never trumpeted as many of us would like it to 
have been. David Cameron never made a speech specifically on the 
environment despite all that his Government was doing to protect and 
enhance it. 

I am glad to say this is now changing. The Rt Hon Theresa May MP’s 
speech in January at the launch of the 25-year Environment Plan was 
the first speech by a UK Prime Minister specifically on the environment 
for a generation. It was full of ambition and a determination for the 
UK to be a global leader in addressing species decline and tackling 
climate change. Her inspired choice as Environment Secretary, the Rt 
Hon Michael Gove MP, has electrified environmentalism and the debate 
on how Britain will manage our domestic environment and how it will 
engage internationally after we leave the EU.

So, the cause of green conservatism should be in great shape. 
Today’s conservatives are building on a rich heritage of action. Pivotal 
moments in our past have saved human lives, various species and 
much-loved landscapes. The Clean Air Act 1956, the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981, water legislation, and the designation of many 
of our national parks are just some of the green measures delivered by 
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Conservative Governments.

“Today’s conservatives are building on a rich heritage of 
action. Pivotal moments in our past have saved human 
lives, various species and much-loved landscapes”

But I sense an exciting appetite for the environment among colleagues 
in Parliament and in the wider Party. Last year, I launched a pamphlet 
called Blue Belt 2.0. It is an attempt to praise the commitments to marine 
conservation in the past and to suggest ways in which much of the vast 
areas of ocean around our Overseas Territories can be further protected 
in the future. A necklace of marine protected areas that already equals an 
area the size of India can be Britain’s gift to the world. It is a powerful act 
of global leadership as countries seek to live up to the UN commitment 
to protect 10% of our seas. The then Foreign Secretary, the Rt Hon Boris 
Johnson MP, came to the packed launch in Parliament and spoke of 
Britain’s global leadership role and hearts were warmed, even among 
the most seasoned and cynical NGOs present.

Towards a bespoke fisheries policy
Closer to home we must get our own house in order. Britain led in the 
EU on fisheries reform. The CFP saw fish stocks over-fished, marine 
environments damaged, and coastal communities impoverished. The 
Fishing (Access to Territorial Waters) Bill will establish a new regime 
managing access to fish stocks out to our 200-mile limit. This must stay 
true to the reforms we achieved in the EU: an end to the discarding of 
a vast tonnage of perfectly healthy fish, and a legal requirement to fish 
sustainably. Just as the remote, top-down style of EU management of 
fisheries was a disaster so would be a system that ignored the ecosystems 
in which fish live. Fish shoal in certain areas, spawn in others and move 
where they can best find food to sustain them. This may take them 
over national boundaries from time to time. International cooperation 
is therefore vital. This may require Ministers to face down the fishing 
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industry and those who tout simplistic solutions to complex problems.
There is also a chance here of a uniquely conservative approach to 

conserving fish stocks. If fishers were given a right to fish a surplus 
percentage of a stock for a number of years, it could be a transferable 
right which would have a value. The value of that right would increase 
as the biomass of the stock increased meaning that fishermen would 
be incentivised to see stocks increase. A market solution to an 
environmental problem.

On land too, the post-Brexit system for agricultural support could 
see farmers being rewarded for providing clean water, for sequestrating 
more carbon, and for reversing the catastrophic declines in species. This 
is easier in a system that would be managing an industry in an area the 
size of the UK instead of trying to pretend that one management regime 
from the Arctic Circle to Malta could work. 

“A necklace of marine protected areas that already equals 
an area the size of India can be Britain’s gift to the world”

As a ‘green Tory’ in Parliament I have, in the past, felt a bit like a 
red squirrel: part of a small population on the decline. Now that has 
changed. I frequently find myself scuttling back to my office with 
names of colleagues who have cornered me in the lobby to say they 
want to be involved in one project or another. Bright Blue is right to 
herald the environment as a key issue and a vital part of the renewal of 
conservatism’s fortunes. 

The Rt Hon Richard Benyon MP is a former Environment Minister and 
the author of the recently published ‘Blue Belt 2.0’.
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Action abroad

Using foreign policy to preserve the global 
environment 

Pauline Latham OBE MP

Every 15 minutes, an elephant is killed by a poacher working for 
criminal syndicates. Since the 2010 General Election, when I was 
elected, approximately 120,000 elephants have been killed by poachers 
and the rate is escalating. It is estimated that within 30 years there will 
be none of these beautiful, gentle animals left on the planet. 

By closing down the market for ivory through introducing a near total-
ban on ivory goods (not to include works of art recognised by experts) 
demand for ivory will be scuppered. This is a vital step in working to stop 
the illegal trade of ivory and address the issue of the illegal wildlife trade 
more widely. 

Nevertheless, there are still significant battles to fight in relation to 
the illegal wildlife trade. These practices threaten to make entire species 
of animals extinct. The UK must demonstrate leadership and be at the 
forefront of the fight against these appalling crimes. We owe it to future 
generations to do more.

A Pandora’s Box of problems
The illegal wildlife trade goes far beyond being just an environmental 
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tragedy. This illicit trade is considered to be the fourth most profitable 
international crime after drugs, arms, and human trafficking. It is 
interesting to note that the text of the Convention on International 
Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) acknowledges the need to fight 
corruption in combating the illegal trade in wildlife. 

This trade has the ability to strike at the very heart of local communities 
and has a wider impact on civil society. I would particularly like to 
highlight the connection between the illegal wildlife trade and its 
funding of the worst forms of violence around the world, including 
terrorism and criminal gangs. A report by the United Nations and 
Interpol shows that the illegal wildlife trade is worth up to £161 billion a 
year and is funding organised crime, including global terror groups and 
militias. The profits from the trade pose an increasing threat to security. 
As the former Foreign Secretary, the Rt Hon William Hague, pointed 
out in 2011, the illegal wildlife trade feeds corruption and undermines 
stability in what are already fragile states. 

There are a number of terrorist organisations in Africa that have 
involvement with wildlife trafficking. One example is the Somali 
Islamist extremist group al Shabaab, which is an al-Qaeda affiliate. 
Reports indicate that they receive up to 40% of their funding from the 
illegal ivory trade, amounting to about £152,000-£455,000 per month. 
It uses such monies to fund deadly terror attacks, including the one on 
Nairobi’s Westgate mall in 2013. Another instance of this is the Lord 
Resistance Army’s (LRA) activity in Uganda, although their activity has 
declined in recent years. This terrorist group, which is led by Joseph 
Kony, harvest ivory from the diminishing elephant population in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo’s Garamba National Park, which is then 
sold to fund their exploits. A further reported example is the Nigerian 
militant group Boko Haram who are believed to be involved in the 
illegal wildlife trade for funding purposes. 

This issue goes beyond the funding of individual terror groups but, 
disconcertingly, it ignites alliances between a number of groups. A 
year-long investigation by National Geographic reporter Bryan Christy 
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called ‘War Lords of Ivory’ shows that there is evidence suggesting that 
trade in ivory is one of the means being used to establish links among 
the LRA, al Shabaab, ISIS and other terrorist groups.

“The illegal wildlife trade goes far beyond being just an 
environmental tragedy”

It must be understood that such terrorist organisations face little 
opposition from domestic authorities. There are reports of bribes, 
conspiracy and corruption. Unfortunately, it is seen that Africa remains 
a safer place for so-called ivory cartels to do business, as their courts fail 
to punish the perpetrators of transnational wildlife crimes. Therefore, it 
is clear that there needs to be more scope to identify this crime on an 
international level, in a similar way to which we identify drug and people 
smuggling. It is also imperative that we work with African nations to 
recognise the criminality of, and punish accordingly, the illegal wildlife 
trade in their courts. 

Robust responses required
The UK Government should be at the forefront of tackling illegal 
wildlife trafficking. The UK should identify pathways to tackle the 
current dynamics of organised wildlife crime. There are various 
opportunities from a foreign policy perspective. Whilst I appreciate 
the complexity of the ideological causes of terror and its widespread 
funding channels, by addressing the funding of global terror through 
the illegal wildlife trade this will go some way in undercutting this 
escalating issue. 

Since wildlife trafficking networks span across continents, a 
coordinated and international approach must be taken to eliminate 
networks. It is fundamental that the UK works to establish stronger 
partnerships with governments and NGOs, at both the international, 
national and local level, in order to put an end to wildlife trafficking. 
I am pleased with the G20 High Level Principles on Combatting 
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Corruption related to Illegal Trade in Wildlife and Wildlife Products. 
In addition, it is good to see that the UN acknowledges that in the case 
of illegal trade in wildlife, corruption is often an integral component 
(this may be related to the UN Convention Against Corruption in 2003 
and its entry into force in 2005). I agree with the assertion in the United 
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime’s World Wildlife Crime report 
that “unsustainable demand for wildlife products must be reduced. 
Corruption must be addressed throughout the supply chain. All these 
efforts must be coordinated for optimal strategic effect”. However, there 
needs to be more impetus in this area – words and platitudes do not go 
far enough. 

“It is fundamental that the UK works to establish stronger 
partnerships with governments and NGOs, at both the 
international, national and local level, in order to put an 
end to wildlife trafficking”

Under the administration of President Barack Obama, the USA did 
some good work in relation to this issue. For example, they established 
a $10 million aid programme to Africa to combat wildlife trafficking 
in 2013. This programme had an aim of providing training in counter-
poaching operations and providing advanced tools to aid in detecting 
illegal wildlife products brought across borders and through airports. 
Perhaps an opportunity arises here for further collaboration between 
the US and the UK.

Later in 2018, the Illegal Wildlife Trade Conference comes to London. 
The gaze of the international community will be upon us. We should use 
this opportunity to not only assert our commitment to banning the legal 
ivory trade but to pledge to redouble our efforts on an international 
platform to tackle the illegal wildlife trade. The UK Government should 
appeal to the international community to do more. We must highlight 
that at the heart of this ambition is a shared goal of tackling international 
terrorism and criminal gangs at the source. 
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To conclude, it is clear that tackling wildlife trafficking will not only 
help preserve the Earth’s biodiversity, but combat terrorist groups and 
criminal gangs in Africa and beyond. There is an urgent need to deal 
with poaching due to the international security implication. It is my view 
that tackling the illegal wildlife trade should be a central component 
of our foreign policy and anti-terrorism efforts. Furthermore, it is 
important that we protect and defend communities that want to defend 
and cherish their wildlife, their heritage, and their economies against 
highly effective networks of organised crime. 

Pauline Latham OBE MP is a Member of the Commons International 
Development Select Committee and Vice-Chair of the All-Party 
Parliamentary Group on Endangered Species.
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Growing places

The healing power of nature

Rebecca Pow MP

Across the board, young people are reporting worrying rates of 
loneliness, self-loathing and feeling unloved, with 10% of 5-16-year-
olds being clinically diagnosed with a mental health disorder. It is 
particularly prevalent amongst girls, with shocking recent research 
suggesting that by the age of 14 one in four girls exhibit signs of 
depression. In addition to these mental health struggles, recent findings 
by Cancer Research UK show millennials will be the most obese 
generation on record by the time they reach middle age, leaving them 
exposed to an array of health issues. 

All this coincides with a time when young people have become 
increasingly detached from nature. I have a strong sense that, whilst 
there are complex reasons for the health issues that afflict many young 
people, their disassociation with the natural world is linked to this, and 
a closer engagement with nature could help to turn the tide. 

Nature has always been important to me. From my life growing up 
on a family farm to walking in wild places, gardening at home, feeding 
the birds, or getting involved with a raft of environmental organisations 
from the Somerset Wildlife Trust (for whom I am a proud Vice 
President), to the Woodland Trust, the Royal Society for the Protection 
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of Birds, or the Sustainable Soils Alliance, which I have launched since 
being in Westminster. 

It is a sad reflection that being ‘grounded’ in your bedroom is no 
longer a punishment for many young people. Rather it can represent 
an escape into a virtual world of video games, social media, and the 
expanses of the internet. Too often, children opt for this seemingly ‘safe’ 
world of enclosure, as opposed to the great outdoors, shunning the 
world of activity, exploration, and adventure that can be found through 
the changing seasons. This is not about swapping a brush with nature 
for a laptop; it is about a balance of both. Get that balance right and the 
impact on a young person’s health and wellbeing will be positive. 

“By pulling together a cross-section of environmental and 
voluntary organisations, local authorities, the NHS, and 
the wider community, it is possible to develop a plan of 
action that can utilise the magical health potential which 
nature can impart for the benefit of all”

Figures show that British teenagers spend about half their waking lives 
in front of a screen, an increase of 40% in a decade. In a single generation, 
the area in which children roam from their home unsupervised has 
shrunk by 90%. Consequently, less than a quarter of children regularly 
use their local ‘patch of nature’, and only one in ten children regularly 
play in wild spaces, down from five in ten half a generation ago. 

Nurturing better health and well-being
The effects are two-fold: the lack of a brush with nature could be 
affecting children’s mental health; and the lack of outdoor exercise is 
impacting on their physical health. Life glued to a laptop means that 
children are leading increasingly sedentary lives indoors. Statistics 
bear this out, with 79% of boys and 84% of girls failing to meet the 
official daily guidelines for physical activity. This doubles their risk of 
developing major chronic diseases in later life, and increases the risk 
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of premature death. Together, this inactivity (coupled with poor diets, 
which is another serious factor) is costing society an estimated £20 
billion in medical treatment as people age. Simply switching screen 
time for an active outdoor pursuit could reverse some of these worrying 
trends. 

Evidence suggests that a child forming a connection with nature before 
the age of 12 will develop a lifelong relationship with the environment. 
The child gains from the innate power nature has to calm, soothe, and 
excite, and the environment gains from being treated with the respect 
it deserves. 

Psychologists at the University of Pittsburgh found that using 
social media for two hours a day doubles the risk of experiencing 
social isolation. This further highlights why getting kids outside is so 
important, and why some of the Government’s additional £1.4 billion 
allocated to transform mental health services for young people between 
2015 and 2020 ought to be directed towards programmes linked to the 
healing power of nature. 

The force of nature can also penetrate the classroom to positive effect. 
Natural light has been shown to improve the speed at which a child 
learns by 25%, whilst including plants in the school room can improve 
children’s performance in spelling, maths, and science by up to 14%. 
Similar outcomes have also been found in office environments, where 
plants improve productivity, wellbeing and creativity.

Harnessing some of nature’s force through a range of policies across 
departments could make a real difference to health outcomes for 
children. The Nature Friendly Schools Programme is one example, 
and I am pleased to see a reference to it in the Government’s 25-year 
Environment Plan, with £10 million allocated to expand and improve 
school grounds, especially those in disadvantaged areas of the country. 
The programme also advocates school trips to beautiful green places, 
where pupils will learn about their environment first-hand. 

This is a good start, and there are many more ways that nature and 
the outdoors can be incorporated into the curriculum to good effect, 
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whether it be running the ‘daily mile’, or creating a wildlife garden. 
The Woodland Trust would like all local authorities to adopt its access 
standard so that no person should live more than 500 metres from an 
area of accessible woodland, of no less than two hectares in size, and no 
less than four kilometres from a 20-hectare wood.

Investment in green tourism can help to unlock wider access to our 
green spaces. Garden tourism alone contributes £7.8 billion to the 
UK economy. Grants and incentives can play a key role in developing 
the sector, enabling more people to enjoy eco-tourism with the local 
economy and the environment gaining at the same time. 

The National Forest, which comprises 200 square miles in the 
centre of England, is an excellent example of how this can work. The 
forest offers enjoyment, learning, quiet relaxation, active leisure, and 
sustainable livelihoods. Its new Tourism Growth Plan aims to increase 
visitor spending by 15%, and create 700 new jobs. It is a model that 
could be copied elsewhere with growing potential as our land use policy 
changes after leaving the European Union’s Common Agricultural 
Policy. In future there is likely to be an emphasis on paying land owners 
and farmers to deliver public goods, which opens up the opportunity for 
such things as providing public access, outdoor recreational spaces, and 
natural wellbeing ventures to qualify for payments. 

Helping public health to blossom
Whether it be for children or adults, nature can provide ‘free’ health 
benefits, which could be increasingly harnessed. Enabling more 
General Practitioners to offer ‘green prescriptions’ (a brisk walk, or a 
spot of gardening) to address certain conditions should be encouraged. 
These natural prescriptions are being widely used in New Zealand, 
with eight out of ten GPs issuing them, and 72% of patients noticing a 
positive change in their health. 

Aside from increasing the use of green prescribing, incorporating 
plants and trees into developments as a priority rather than as an 
after-thought can have a really positive affect on wellbeing. One study 
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found that patients recovered from illness and surgery more quickly, 
spending less time in hospital, when they had a view of greenery 
from their windows. This finding inspired the ‘NHS National Forest’, 
which has so far planted 50,000 trees in hospitals across the country. 
Supporting such initiatives could play a key role in improving the 
nation’s health outcomes. 

“Whether it be for children or adults, nature can provide 
‘free’ health benefits, which could be increasingly 
harnessed”

Waterways, especially those that snake through urban areas, offer 
valuable health benefits too. According to the Canal and River Trust, 1.8 
million people regularly use their local waterway for physical activity, 
and 90% of visitors agree that waterways are good places to relax and 
relieve stress. Given that 61% of households in close proximity to a 
waterway are classified as deprived, there is great potential here to invest 
in, and build on, these ‘blue spaces’ to make more of the natural payback 
they offer, especially in deprived urban settings. 

As a former gardening broadcaster, and a keen home gardener, I can 
vouch for the benefits that can be garnered from this humble activity for 
all age groups, although there is great merit in hooking children in while 
they are young. It is never too early to sow the initial seeds!

Gardening projects can work on many levels, whether run in schools 
or indeed for young offenders on remand. They can build confidence, 
aid fitness, and offer the opportunity to learn skills that can open up job 
opportunities. In evaluations of one such scheme, Coventry University 
found that gardening provided a ‘normalising’ space for prison inmates 
to escape their mental health issues. The Dandelion Time charity 
in Kent uses gardening and animal care programmes to help young 
traumatised people turn around their lives. Such projects could be 
replicated elsewhere to great effect. 

On top of this, by learning how to grow fruit and vegetables, children 
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can better understand how to make healthy eating choices which can 
help to address the obesity epidemic, so prevalent amongst young 
people. And with children from poorer backgrounds twice as likely to 
be obese than rich, it is important to run such schemes in the schools 
and areas where this will have the maximum impact. There are already 
some successful children’s gardening projects that could be used as a 
blueprint including the Royal Horticultural Society’s Green Plan It 
Challenge. Last year, this project engaged 800 secondary school pupils, 
between the ages of 12 and 14, in designing and planning their own 
garden for their community or school, with very positive feedback. 

Reconnecting children with the natural world is, of course, only 
part of the answer to tackling the mental and physical health problems 
facing our younger generations. Nevertheless, it could be an integral 
part of the solution. The power of splashing through a puddle, running 
through long grass, or watching a blue tit at a bird feeder should not 
be underestimated. And nor should the value of learning, playing, and 
exercising in the great outdoors.

We should be ambitious, and by pulling together a cross-section of 
environmental and voluntary organisations, local authorities, the NHS, 
and the wider community, it is possible to develop a plan of action that 
can utilise the magical health potential which nature can impart for the 
benefit of all.

Rebecca Pow MP is the Parliamentary Private Secretary to the Department 
of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs and is the Secretary of the All-
Party Parliamentary Gardening and Horticulture Group.
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Cleaner, greener energy

The bias behind the UK’s energy policy

Satyen Sinha

The last decade has seen a renaissance in British environmentalism. 
Having largely decoupled growth from carbon, environment policy 
has been supercharged this Parliament with the Government’s Clean 
Growth Strategy placing the climate at the heart of the nation’s future 
growth, and the 25-year Environment Plan setting a goal for the nation 
to be the first generation to leave the environment in a better state than 
we inherited it. 

However, when it comes to the intersection of nature, energy, and 
growth, despite consistent public support for pro-nature policies, we are 
still seeing nature sacrificed in favour of the climate imperative, energy 
security, and affordability. The UK’s transition to low-carbon energy will 
not be truly sustainable unless it reduces emissions in an affordable and 
secure way – and avoids damaging wildlife. 

One explanation for the lack of political weight given to nature in 
energy policy is the theory of neo-institutionalism – where the behaviour 
of individual political actors is constrained by the institutional structures 
and culture within an organisation. Put simply, the Department for 
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS), the department with 
overall responsibility for energy policy (and its predecessor departments), 
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have not had to deal with biodiversity, and as such it is marginalised in 
the department. So, whilst staff in BEIS are no doubt of the Stern Review’s 
findings that outline the adverse consequences to the world economy 
from climate change, few if any beyond those in the Department for 
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) have heard of the nature 
equivalent – The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB).

“Had nature been given the weight it deserves, 
technologies such as offshore and onshore wind and 
solar would merit greater support in our efforts to phase 
out coal, rather than coal to biomass conversions”

The TEEB report recognises the economic value of biodiversity both 
to the global economy and those directly dependent on natural resources 
for their livelihoods, and calls for the integration of biodiversity in all 
policies. This is important, because if government departments fail to 
recognise the true value of nature, it can lead to sub-optimal or negative 
polices that trade one form of destruction for another, or simply transfer 
environmental harms overseas in what could be termed ‘international 
environmental nimbyism’ – whereby a country objects to environmental 
harms being located within its borders

To overcome the neo-institutionalism present in government 
departments, often described as the ‘silo approach’, it is necessary that 
decision-making guarantees that renewable energy is delivered in a way 
that avoids harming wildlife. For this, not only will DEFRA’s expertise 
need to be better incorporated into the decision-making process, more 
importantly, it must be given sufficient weight so as not to be marginalised. 

Burning questions
Here, the UK’s coal phase-out strategy is a good case-study. In leading 
the world towards phasing out coal, the UK has relied on a flawed 
assumption that biomass is a carbon-neutral alternative to coal. Thus, the 
UK heavily subsidises biomass, touting it as a low-cost, low-carbon form 
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of electricity. Biomass, however, is not a climate solution. Burning woody 
biomass emits as much or more carbon dioxide (CO2) per megawatt-
hour than coal, and its net carbon impact persists well beyond timeframes 
relevant for mitigating climate change. Despite this, the UK remains 
the world’s largest importer of wood pellets, the majority of which are 
used in inefficient, electricity-only power stations. Thus, policies which 
incentivise biomass use undermine the UK’s emissions reduction efforts, 
and the underlying rationale for the coal phase-out. 

Moreover, there is ample evidence that UK wood pellet imports drive 
destructive forestry practices and threaten biologically rich forests. The 
Southeast of the United States of America, the primary source of wood 
pellets used in the UK, is recognised as a Global Biodiversity Hotspot due 
to the diversity of endemic species and highly threatened ecosystems. 
The region has already lost over 70% of its natural forests, including 
longleaf pine and hardwood forests that provide habitat for 142 species of 
conservation concern. As recently uncovered by Channel 4’s Dispatches, 
these forests are being clearcut, and large-diameter whole trees are being 
turned into wood pellets bound for the UK. As recognised by a European 
Commission study, these destructive harvesting practices place further 
pressure on the region’s natural forests, pose a serious risk to species they 
support, and undermine the EU’s ability to achieve its climate targets. 

“When it comes to the intersection of nature, energy, and 
growth we are still seeing nature sacrificed in favour of 
the climate imperative, energy security, and affordability”

Biomass subsidies also undermine the UK’s broader commitment to 
environmental sustainability, and its international obligations under the 
Convention on Biological Diversity and the Aichi Targets to reduce or 
phase out subsidies which are harmful to biodiversity. Whilst the 25-
year Environment Plan intends to expand woodland cover and protect 
important habitats within the UK, this policy is doing the exact opposite 
on the other side of the Atlantic. 
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Truly effective coal phase-out requires the Government to fully 
consider the carbon and biodiversity impacts of biomass energy. A 
revised decision-making mechanism which fully accounts for nature 
would provide greater scrutiny and consider the whole cycle impact of 
the policy before supporting it, as well as test old assumptions that an 
evolving energy system demands.

Reasons for optimism
There are, however, some examples of where government policy-
making has considered nature and its relationship to coal phase-
out. Former Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local 
Government, the Rt Hon Sajid Javid MP, recently denied permission 
to build a new coal mine in Northumberland. This was the first time 
a major infrastructure project was rejected primarily on climate-related 
grounds, and represents a victory for joined-up thinking. Yet it remains 
an exception. The Government, for example, continues to promote 
extractive industries overseas. Between 2010 and 2014, 46% of UK 
expenditures on energy overseas went to fossil fuels, while barely only 
22% went to cleaner renewable energy sources. Of the UK money spent 
on fossil fuels overseas, 9% (£240 million) was spent on coal.

Such ‘international environmental nimbyism’ has been called out 
by the UN Sustainable Development Goals and the Paris Climate 
Agreements, which focus on actions both within and outside a country’s 
borders. Recognising this, the Government’s 25-year Environment Plan 
aims to “leave a lighter footprint on the global environment by enhancing 
sustainability and supporting zero deforestation supply chains”. 

However, current energy decision-making fails to adequately or 
accurately consider carbon and biodiversity impacts. If this laudable 
government objective is to succeed, it will need to ensure that nature 
is a core consideration in every policy, regardless of department and 
geographic location, lest we have the perverse situation of protecting nature 
within our borders, but sacrificing it elsewhere. Whilst it is inevitable that 
screening the impact of policies and decisions becomes harder the further 
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away from home we get, it is clear that nature in particular rarely figures 
as highly as other factors. 

“Truly effective coal phase-out requires the Government 
to fully consider the carbon and biodiversity impacts of 
biomass energy”

The UK’s 25-year Environment Plan is on the right track, stating 
that it will establish “appropriate mechanisms to screen policies and 
strategies for potential negative environmental effects overseas”. BEIS 
and other departments must value nature and sustainable development 
when devising policy – not only overseas, but at home too. If we are 
to effectively screen for policies based on conflicting priorities, a 
new decision-making mechanism adding more weight to nature and 
toolkit to guide policymakers on their international and national legal 
obligations would help correct institutional bias, and help civil servants 
to make optimal decisions. Indeed, had nature been given the weight 
it deserves, technologies such as offshore and onshore wind and solar 
would merit greater support in our efforts to phase out coal, rather than 
coal to biomass conversions. Each are technologies that are truly carbon 
free, and can have much less impact on nature. 

The Prime Minster, Theresa May, has said “making good on the 
promise that each new generation should be able to build a better 
future is a fundamental Conservative principle”. If we are to achieve 
this ambition, the message across Whitehall must be clear; the UK must 
not sacrifice nature for perceived economic growth when alternatives 
are available. The now Home Secretary, the Rt Hon Sajid Javid MP’s 
decision to deny permission for a coal mine shows that this is possible. 

Satyen Sinha is the Director of Bumblebee Connect and was formerly an 
adviser to Peter Ainsworth, the then Shadow Environment Secretary.
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Squaring the circular economy

Achieving sustainability with an industrial strategy 

Maurice Golden MSP

The United Kingdom’s industrial strategy identifies improving 
productivity as our grand challenge, however, it is only by 
putting conservation at the heart of plans that we can expect to 
grow sustainably. At a time when global economic demand and 
environmental systems are under intensive and competing strain,  
a new approach is required. We can no longer consume our natural 
resources at the current unsustainable rate, and we can no longer think 
of economic development as a competing force against conservation.

The UK is widely considered a global leader on tackling climate change 
and enhancing our environment. We have some of the most ambitious 
targets in the world and the UK is one of only seven EU states with an 
integrated national energy and climate plan that is at an advanced stage. 
This is all to be welcomed. The UK was also one of the first nations to push 
for legally binding targets on climate change. We have signed the 2015 Paris 
Agreement and have now committed to taking action to stabilise emissions 
at a level which would see a temperature rise of no more than 1.5° Celsius.

While this commitment is to be lauded, we must also protect and 
enhance our natural heritage both nationally and globally. It is our duty 
to the next generation to leave the world a better place than we found 
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it. In the long term, access to resources will become less reliable whilst 
the price of those resources will increase. By decreasing our reliance 
on products which are manufactured abroad we can both reduce 
global emissions and grow our own economy. The Government’s new 
industrial strategy is one way in which we can achieve this vision by 
setting national parameters for the direction of the economy. 

Out with the old
It must be recognised that this direction challenges traditional linear 
economic models, which have ultimately proven unsustainable. 
Placing conservation to the fore creates a ‘circular’ economic system. 
This is an economic model whereby resources are used for as long as 
possible at their highest utility value in order to extract the maximum 
benefit from them. A circular economy has the potential to create more 
higher-skilled jobs, close the productivity gap, and help reduce income 
inequality. For businesses, the implementation of circular economic, 
models will improve their ability to control supply chains and manage 
long-term costs, turning inputs into assets. New business models will 
be encouraged around renting, leasing, servitisation, remanufacturing, 
and reuse. For consumers, this will provide opportunities and flexibility 
to reduce and manage the costs of products and services. For the 
environment, it can minimise negative externalities and help play a 
part in minimising our carbon footprint. Overall, this approach will 
improve environmental conditions locally and internationally. 

Another pivotal factor is consumer behaviour. If we consume less and 
consume better, then we can help to conserve our planet. Today, almost 
everyone has a mobile phone, more clothes than we wear (one third are 
probably never worn), a variety of electronic devices and cars, jewellery, 
and other luxury items. The production of many of these items results in 
environmental harm and pollution. For example, take the production of 
a gold wedding ring. To produce a gold ring today, up to thirty tonnes of 
waste is created. This includes toxic waste such as cyanide, mercury, and 
sulphuric acid, which then finds its way into the world’s oceans, lakes, and 
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rivers. Ten years ago, up to ten times less waste was created because the 
quality of ore was higher. Today, there is more gold in one tonne of waste 
electricals than there is in one tonne of ore. We need to be recovering 
this gold from waste before mining virgin ore. The same can be seen in 
the plastic materials stream, where by 2050 there will be more plastic (by 
weight) in the world’s oceans than there will be fish. We need to act now. 

“It is for this generation to rise to the occasion and ensure 
that the next will live in a better, more productive and 
more sustainable world”

In with the new
In order to successfully transition to a sustainable industrial strategy 
and to protect and conserve our world, we need to refocus current 
government intervention. Government leadership on technological 
advancement, education, and behaviour change will together help to 
achieve an economic boost. There is a plethora of actions government 
can take, but I would like to focus on three. 

In the first instance, a deposit return scheme – whereby individuals 
are charged a small, upfront levy on bottles, which is refunded when 
they are returned – could increase the amount of disposable drinks 
containers being returned for recycling and help tackle litter, particularly 
ocean litter. Although stakeholder concerns – such as ensuring the levy 
is set at an appropriate price – do need to be addressed. Moreover, 
packaging companies should be paying proportionately more for the 
cost of disposal of their waste than they currently do. We also need to 
develop an infrastructure map for waste recycling facilities which will 
closely link to our industrial strategy. This will allow the UK to attract 
investment and associated jobs in recycling plants, notably for plastics, 
mattresses and absorbent hygiene products. 

In addition, a centralised ‘design academy’ would stimulate innovation 
and become a catalyst for embedding circular economic practices into the 
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design sector. This would encompass system, product and business model 
design, as well as pioneering new technologies that enable innovative asset 
tracking, data management, reverse logistic solutions, and connectivity. 

Finally, opportunities have been identified to add value by increasing 
circularity in the oil and gas industry. As many as 150 of the 600 
operational oil rigs in the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS) will be 
decommissioned before 2026, and forecast UK spending up to 2040 will 
total between £30 billion and £35 billion. However, value can be increased 
by higher levels of reuse, remanufacturing, and higher value recycling 
when decommissioning end of life offshore structures. From the assets 
that are already in place in the UKCS, approximately 5.5 million tonnes of 
steel, 165,000 tonnes of reusable equipment, and 82,000 tonnes of other 
metals will be available for reuse, recycling, or reprocessing. We need to 
develop the ports and associated decommissioning facilities to best deal 
with these items. One further improvement would be to build an electric 
arc furnace to recycle steel and take excess electricity generation. 

“A circular economy has the potential to create more 
higher-skilled jobs, close the productivity gap, and help 
reduce income inequality”

Ultimately, to help conserve our planet and protect the global 
environment, we need to build our industrial strategy around 
sustainable growth. We set ourselves this task because it is one of the 
greatest challenges of our times. It is for this generation to rise to the 
occasion and ensure that the next will live in a better, more productive 
and more sustainable world. By placing conservation at the heart of our 
industrial strategy, we can truly achieve this.

Maurice Golden MSP is the Shadow Cabinet Secretary for the 
Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform. He is also the Scottish 
Conservative Chief Whip and Business Manager.
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Green standards

Maintaining international trade regulations after 
Brexit

Emma McClarkin MEP

The world is experiencing an unparalleled surge in both the value 
and volume of illegal trade of wildlife and wildlife products, from live 
animals, to leaves, fruits, seeds and oils. Estimated to be worth up to £17 
billion per year, illegal wildlife has become the fourth most lucrative 
transboundary crime. This exponential growth threatens to overturn 
decades of hard won conservation gains.

In many developing countries, systemic weaknesses have enabled 
the sale of illegal wildlife products to thrive. These include low risk of 
detection, low levels of sanctions, poverty, corruption, and a lack of 
resources for enforcement. It is the responsibility of developed countries, 
with higher environmental and enforcement standards, to work with 
countries who suffer from these problems.

It is my firm belief that trade policy can support this fight, both helping 
in the conservation efforts and in delivering sustainable development 
and environmental protection. 

The UK starts from a strong position to create a green and sustainable 
international trade policy. Earlier this year, the Government introduced a 
ban on the domestic sale of ivory which will help to prevent wildlife crime, 
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which contributes to the slaughter of almost 20,000 elephants every year. 
A number of departments, including the Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office (FCO), Department for International Development (DfID), and 
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA), have 
also made efforts to strengthen partnerships to tackle illegal wildlife 
trade beyond our borders. Our domestic policies represent the values 
that must feature at the heart of our trade agenda.

“Working with international partners and stakeholders, 
the UK should put conservation at the heart of its global 
trade agenda and lead the world in a new green and 
sustainable trade policy”

As members of the EU, the UK has ensured these values drive the 
significant steps taken in promoting environmental standards in its free 
trade agenda. For instance, the Trade and Sustainable Development 
chapters that feature in all contemporary EU Free Trade Agreements 
(FTAs) address these issues and contribute to environmental protection 
in third countries. 

Green trade’s golden opportunity
The UK must build on this work to promote a post-Brexit sustainable 
‘green trade’ agenda. This should be achieved through the creation of a 
sustainable legal trade framework, which will strengthen the positive 
contribution of trade policy to sustainable development. As the UK is a 
world leader in e-commerce, digital trade must also protect endangered 
wildlife species, and online market places must ban the sale of wildlife 
and wildlife products on their platforms.

The UK should update and renew the Generalised System of 
Preferences (GSP) it will inherit after leaving the EU. This system 
provides lowered tariffs and easier access for developing countries. Not 
only can this system stimulate economic growth through increased 
exports, it can facilitate environmental protection and sustainable 
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development. This can be maximised if the UK creates a system that 
increases the tariff preferences as beneficiary countries comply with UN 
conventions on climate change and environmental protection

Bilateral agreements are a crucial part of an independent trade policy 
and conservation and wildlife trade must be at the heart of this. FTAs 
can introduce robust provisions on wildlife protection by strengthening 
the implementation and enforcement of Multilateral Environment 
Agreements (MEAs) as they can help regulate legal trade and combat 
illegal trade. This is achieved by committing countries to domestic law 
compliance and to environmental obligations, and delivering capacity 
building to trading partners and promoting cooperation. However, we 
must be vigilant as trade liberalisation can lead to increases in legal, 
but also illegal, trade. FTA environment chapters need to be properly 
negotiated to ensure specific protections for all wildlife, but especially 
threatened and highly trafficked species. Moreover, the UK should 
review the financial and technical assistance it provides to developing 
nations in order to achieve more ambitious and effective changes to 
manage biodiversity and tackle the illegal wildlife trade.

“Incentivising sustainable transportation is a vital part of 
creating a green economy and the UK should explore 
other provisions within trade agreements that can spur 
innovation and make renewable products cheaper”

The UK’s international trade policy must create the structures for free 
trade that we have in current EU FTAs, and build on these for future trade 
agreements. For example, the EU-Vietnam FTA includes commitments 
regarding the proper implementation and enforcement of MEAs such 
as the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of 
Wild Fauna and Flora, the Convention on Biological Diversity, and the 
International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling. There are also 
provisions related to trade capacity building, information exchange 
on strategies, policy initiatives, programmes, action plans, consumer 
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awareness, campaigns aiming to protect biodiversity, and monitoring 
and enforcement measures.

We should learn from the trade policies of other countries to go above 
and beyond current precedent. The recently signed Comprehensive 
and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) will 
raise standards amongst Asia-Pacific countries. The 11 countries in this 
agreement comprise an ecologically and economically significant region 
of the world that spans four continents. The CPTPP Environmental 
Chapter includes binding, fully enforceable commitments on a dispute 
settlement procedure, a requirement to adopt and implement CITES, 
a commitment to combat the trade in illegally taken wildlife, the 
prohibition of harmful fisheries subsidies and promotion of sustainable 
fisheries, and a commitment to implement MEAs. The UK should 
look to work with these like-minded partners multilaterally and could 
consider applying to become members of CPTPP.

There are new innovative ways to redraw specific provisions within 
trade policy that are environmentally friendly. For instance, in the latest 
discussions on the North Atlantic Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), 
Canada has proposed reforming the Rules of Origin system that gives 
preferential access to a product depending on how much of it was sourced 
locally, by giving more credit for driverless and electric cars. Incentivising 
sustainable transportation is a vital part of creating a green economy and 
the UK should explore other provisions within trade agreements that can 
spur innovation and make renewable products cheaper.

Leading by example
To realise tangible achievements, the UK cannot act in isolation. It 
must pursue international standards that protect the environment 
and facilitate fair practice in international trade, so that we do not 
improve our domestic environment at the expense of the environment 
globally. The UK and the EU have been working at the WTO to 
reduce harmful fishing subsidies. At the last ministerial conference 
in December 2017, members decided on a work programme to 
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conclude the negotiations for an agreement on fisheries subsidies 
that delivers on the Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) at the 
2019 Ministerial Conference. This agreement will look to prohibit 
certain forms of fisheries subsidies that contribute to overcapacity 
and overfishing, and eliminate subsidies that contribute to illegal, 
unreported, and unregulated fishing. As independent members of 
the WTO, the UK should invest political capital into concluding  
this agreement.

“We must be vigilant as trade liberalisation can lead to 
increases in legal, but also illegal, trade. FTA environment 
chapters need to be properly negotiated to ensure specific 
protections for all wildlife, but especially threatened and 
highly trafficked species”

The UK is already a world leader in the fight to protect both our wildlife 
and the environment. We have the highest food safety and environmental 
protection standards in the world, which means the UK has a solid 
foundation to promote its conservation agenda in its international trade 
policy. As the UK leaves the European Union, it will gain significant 
powers over a multitude of areas, in particular in international trade 
policy. It is incumbent on the UK to seize the opportunities this transfer 
of power presents to go further than the EU did in its wildlife policy. 
Working with international partners and stakeholders, the UK should 
put conservation at the heart of its global trade agenda and lead the 
world in a new green and sustainable trade policy.

Emma McClarkin MEP sits for the Conservative Party as a Member of 
the European Parliament for the East Midlands. She is the Conservative 
Party Spokesperson for International Trade and Member of the European 
Parliament’s International Trade Committee. 
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Changing lanes

On the road to a more environmental transport policy 

Stephen Joseph

Current transport trends – and some current transport policies and 
programmes – pose some big challenges for conservation and the 
environment. Transport accounts for around a quarter of the United 
Kingdom’s carbon emissions – more if aviation is included – and these 
emissions have not been falling, unlike in other sectors. 

High levels of air pollution recorded in many towns and cities are linked 
to road traffic, especially diesel vehicles. Road traffic and road infrastructure 
have huge impacts on the public realm in urban areas, and also sever and 
erode valued countryside and wildlife habitats – both directly and through 
the associated development that new roads bring with them. 

Conservatism has been split on these issues. On the one hand, there 
has been support for cars as vehicles for personal freedom, but there 
has also been concern about the impact they have on the environment 
and countryside – notably from former Transport Minister, the Rt Hon 
John Hayes MP, who has argued that the transport industry has ignored 
principles of good design. Recently, the Environment Secretary, the Rt 
Hon Michael Gove MP, has committed the Government to phasing out 
diesel and petrol vehicles from 2040. 

At the same time, technology is bringing rapid change to the transport 
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world. Electric vehicle technology is reducing in cost and increasing in 
range and capability. New providers like Uber and Lyft are changing 
transport services. There is a lot of research going in to autonomous 
and connected vehicles. Technology is also driving big changes in travel 
behaviour, with reduced car journeys for shopping matched by a huge 
rise in van traffic, and also lower levels of driving and car ownership 
among young people. 

“Transport raises some challenges for conservation and 
conservatism – but it also raises huge opportunities to 
manage and build transport networks in ways that help 
conservation and the environment”

Mixed messages
There is a risk that conventional transport policy could miss all this. The 
Department for Transport prides itself on rigorous economic modelling 
and analysis, but at least some of this is based on past trends continuing, 
so could be very misleading. This analysis also faces criticism that 
it gives too much weight to small time savings by motorists over less 
easily quantified factors like tranquillity, countryside and habitats, and 
also that it downplays the extent to which new roads generate traffic 
and therefore undermine projected time savings. Giving priority to 
benefitting motorists could therefore risk building too much road space 
in the wrong places – and the much-vaunted freedom for motorists 
could become a freedom to choose which traffic jam to get stuck in. 
Recent proposals for an Arundel bypass, a tunnel at Stonehenge and a 
link to the port of Liverpool, with local and sometimes national concern, 
all show the need for better design, planning, and decision-making.

There is also a tendency – noted by the influential 2006 report on 
transport policy by Sir Rod Eddington – for big transport projects to 
win out over smaller projects and packages of measures, even though 
the smaller projects actually have better value for money. Even leaving 
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aside mega-projects like High Speed Rail 2, there is a risk that politicians 
like to build big new things, especially new roads, rather than deal with 
the less glamorous business of fixing existing infrastructure or putting 
together packages of measures that will tackle transport problems in an 
area more holistically and give people choices in how they get about, 
especially for the 60% of car journeys under five miles. 

Heading in a better direction
So what directions should transport policy take to give more priority to 
conservation and the environment? I would suggest a few key measures. 
Link transport and planning more closely. Transport and land-use 
planning tend to operate in silos in the UK, unlike in much of the rest 
of the world. Building development (or renewing places) where it can 
be served well by public transport and in ways that make walking and 
cycling for shorter journeys easy and attractive will give people some 
real travel choices and reduce car use. 

“The Department for Transport prides itself on rigorous 
economic modelling and analysis, but at least some of 
this is based on past trends continuing, so could be very 
misleading”

Promote the right sorts of new technology. Electric vehicles – including 
electric bikes – need support (though not indefinitely), and also the 
investment in charging infrastructure. Use the opportunities from the 
huge amounts of data now available to plan and manage transport better 
and give people better travel information and more joined up door-to-
door mobility services – in rural as well as urban areas. Promote simple 
integrated ticketing on public transport, embracing car and bike hire 
services as well. Manage the new transport providers, for example by 
getting them to provide open data, so they bring real benefits rather than 
dominate and congest cities. Avoid technology cul-de-sacs such as most 
biofuels (apart from waste products) and gas (except possibly for trucks)
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Tackle freight. Goods transport is the unglamorous end of the 
transport world, but it is important – heavy lorries account for around 
a quarter of surface transport carbon emissions and as noted above van 
traffic is growing rapidly. Consolidation centres in cities, more use of rail 
and water for freight, and new options for first- and last-mile deliveries 
are all ways forward here. 

Give employers and other travel generators tax and other incentives 
to change travel patterns away from single-occupancy car use – for 
example, currently car parking at work is tax-free, whereas employer-
provided public transport passes are fully taxed. The planning system 
can also help give employers incentives to manage commuting and 
introduce travel plans. 

Devolve more transport powers and funding. In general, cities have 
been more successful at running and co-ordinating local transport 
services than central government – notably with railways, but more 
generally on providing integrated transport and smart ticketing where 
allowed to. But local government is constrained by limited powers and 
revenue raising. 

Build the right things. As noted above, technology changes may 
render old road plans out of date, and anyway environmental targets 
require reduced traffic. The Government is committed to recreating the 
road fund, but maybe turning this into a transport fund with money 
available for local packages of measures and fixing the roads we have (like 
tackling the £12 billion backlog on local authority road maintenance) 
rather than just big road schemes will better promote conservation and 
also align with the public’s priorities.

Build things right. Where new infrastructure is built, blend it into 
surroundings better but also build it in ways that respect important 
landscapes and habitats. New transport infrastructure can also be 
designed for the public good, giving people greater and healthier access 
to green spaces and helping to raise their awareness and appreciation of 
the natural environment.

Manage and maintain existing infrastructure better – and with 
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conservation as a priority. Transport networks have huge potential as 
biodiversity corridors – they could be an important part of landscape 
scale conservation efforts. But management regimes generally do not 
allow them to be treated as such. In this respect, Network Rail has been 
ahead of Highways England in treatment regimes and policies, though 
there is some recent good practice on the strategic road network as 
Highways England’s designated funds have begun to have an effect. 

There is also an elephant in the room – taxation and pricing. The 
commitment to phasing out diesel and petrol vehicles means that the 
Government has effectively committed to phasing out fuel duty too. There 
is a good case anyway for moving away from taxing fuel and vehicles 
towards charging for road use based on mileage and perhaps congestion, 
but the revenues from such charging will need to be linked to transport. 
London’s congestion charge is high profile, but less noticed has been the 
levy on workplace parking spaces in Nottingham which has part paid 
for new tram lines, electric buses, and a revamped railway station – and 
achieved some of the highest levels of public transport use outside London. 

“New transport infrastructure can also be designed for the 
public good, giving people greater and healthier access 
to green spaces and helping to raise their awareness and 
appreciation of the natural environment”

So, transport raises some challenges for conservation and conservatism 
– but it also raises huge opportunities to manage and build transport 
networks in ways that help conservation and the environment. In taking 
up these opportunities, the UK can set an example for the rest of the 
world, which shares these challenges, and lead to trade and contracts 
for UK based firms too. 

Stephen Joseph is the former Chief Executive Officer of Campaign for 
Better Transport.
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